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Leaving their dorm behind, several students traipse
through fallen foiliage, mindful of the winter winds
approaching daily.
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was the subject of a day long
symposium at Trinity on Thurs-
day. As we commemorate the
500 year anniversary of Christo-
pher Columbus' voyage to the
Americas, this heretofore ig-
nored relationship appears es-
pecially poignant. But why this
year as opposed to other years
of commemoration?
Distinguished members
of the Trinity College Faculty
met in the Washington Room to
discuss with students and col-
leagues alike this very question,
and the uniqueness of this year's
commemoration of Christopher
Columbus' voyage. What dis-
tinguishes this years' com-
memoration—the "Columbian
Debate"—is the inclusion of mi-
nority voices previously "sys-
tematically excluded" from the
commemoration of Columbus,
as characterized by Professor
Dario Euraque.
Professor Euraque ex-
plained the relevance of the re-
lationship between commemo-
ration and history by say ing that
commemoration depends upon
"organized knowledge of the
past," or history. Hence, com-
memoration is a rather subjec-
tive matter. Its roots are in the
individual "histories" that
people carry in their minds,
which in turn construe reality.
Professor Euraque was joined
by Dr. John Chatf ield. Professor
of History, Dr. Albert Gastman,
Professor Emeritus of Political
Science, Dr. Andrea Bianchini,
Professorof Modern Languages,
Dr. McKim Steele, Professor of
History and Area Studies, and
Helen Lang, Professor of Phi-
losophy, to discuss the com-
memoration of Columbus and
its implications.
Due tothefactthat the his-
tory of Columbus' voyage has
been retold this year, specifi-
cally by Jews forced from Spain
in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, the commemoration
of Columbus comes into ques-
tion. Questons that were ad-
dressed included: Should we
praise Columbus for his daring
adventures and "discovery" of
the New World, or should we
engage in counter-commemora-
tion, that is, recognize the ruth-
less exploitation upon the na-
tives by Columbus and his fel-
low voyagers?
Professor Chatfield com-
mented that Columbus' voyage
was "just another episode of im-
perialism and colonialism." Ex-
ploitation, imperialism, adven-
please turn to page 7
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gather in the Cave. They sit in
various semi-circles, wearing a
blinding array of khaki pants
and denim shirts, eating choco-
late chip cookies, and drinking
Diet Coke all in the proximity of
a giant TV screen. These stu-
dents have not come for the lat-
est installment of Melrose Place,
•however. Instead,theyaresoak-
ing in more TV rays and more
rhetoric from men that they, by
now, either love to love or love
to hate.
The three presidential
candidates materialize and the
"debate" begins. Ross makes a
joke about his being "all ears"
and the crowd erupts with
laughter. George babbles over
the "Waffle House"; one stu-
dent tells him to look in a "full-
length mirror." Bill speaks of
how Arkansas is first in this and
fourth in that and fourth in this
other thing, while some students
happily lip-sync along. Despite
such irreverence, however, the
general consensus among col-
lege students is that they really
are listening to what the candi-
dates have to say about the fu-
ture of America.
In the past decade, col-
lege students have not been
hailed as champions of voting
rights. For instance, in 1988 only
29%of 18-24year-olds exercised
their democratic privileges.
Early signs indicate that 1992
could be the year for the best
student turnout since antiwar
sentiment ran high in 1972 and
led 41% of youngpeople to head
for the polls. Students from col-
leges across Connecticut have
been main contributors in a na-
tionwide campaign to encour-
age their peers that this election
matters because their futures are
on the line.
Jay Wise '95 sports what
may be the most arresting sym-
bol of this election year's effects
on student voters: a button that
reads "College Democrats—
Taking Back College Cam-
puses." Wise, a sophomore and
leader of the Trinity College
Democrats, began working for
the Clinton campaign way back
in November of last year. He
has spent the past few months
helping students to register and
educating them about Clinton's
"new and exciting plan that will
actually work." Wise and his
organization are integral parts
of the Democratic Party's chal-
lenge to garner a student vote
that has eluded them in the past
three elections.
In 1980, student support
for Reagan edged out Carter's
by 43% to 42%, while in 1984,
Reagan destroyed Mondale 59%
to 40%. The scenario in 1988.
was closer, as Dukakis' student
supporters were narrowly de-
feated by young Republicans
52% to 47%.
According to recent re-
ports, the Democrats may enjoy
a substantial victory amongst
young voters this year, as polls
suggest that Clinton is leading
with 53% as compared to Bush,
27%, and Perot at 15%.
Several factors have con-
tributed to this shift of support.
Adrienne Fulco, assistant pro-
fessor of Political Science and-
Women's Studies at Trinity, be-
lieves that Clinton's appeal to
young voters stems from Bush's
overall sense of disillusionment
and his inability to address ad-






What is sexual assault?
How about sexual harassment?
Consent?
If you ask a random
group of people, on or off the
Trinity Campus, to define these
terms in relation to real-life,
not the dictionary or a code of
law, their answers will each be
different in some way. So how
do we know when sexual as-
sault or harassment has oc-
curred if we don't even know
exactly what they are? How do
we know when consent has or
has not been given when we
can't even agree on what con-
sent is?
Enter the Sexual As-
sault/HarassmentPeer Educa-
tion Training program. Pro-
vided by the Trinity College
Women's Center, this eight to
twelve hour program is de-
signed to teach Trinity students
about sexual assault and ha-
rassment so that these students
in turn can speak to and edu-
cate their peers on the issue.
The program is divided into
three parts: defining sexual as-
sault and harassment, consent,
and rape trauma syndrome; rec-
ognizing the role of sexism—
theconnectionbetween assault
and gender in society and ways
in which culture perpetuates
sexual assault; and learning
how to effectively speak in pub-
lic. ,-•• ' • '•••• ' : ;.
Jane Rudd, Sexual As-
sault Counselor and Health
Educator, has already spoken
to students presently enrolled
in the training program about
the myths and facts concerning
sexual assault. Diane Martel
andMatthewPietrafetta '94 will
lead the discussion concerning
sexism, and Klara Grape will
teach the students aboutpublic
speaking and leading group
discussions.
The four-year old pro-
gram does not teach students
to be counselors, but educators.
Peer Educators may be con-
tacted through the Women's
please turn to page 8
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
The time has come to to take drastic
measures to rid the country of pov-
erty and homelessness. One writer
makes a modest proposal on page
14. To leam the details of Frank
Sinatra's control oi the American
political systen, turn to page 13
FEATURES:
Find out the Top Nine rejected social
alternatives on page 17. The Features
section introduces "Personals" this
week. Also, the first results of the
"Battle of the Burgers" have been
tabulated. Turn to page 17 to find out
who is in the lead.
ARTS:
Trinity students are eagerly awaiting
Friday's They Might Be Giants con-
cert in the Washington Room. Turn
to page 20 for a preview ofthisquirky
pop band. On page 21, find a review
of the Met's exhibition of the also
quirky artist Rene Magritte.
SPORTS:
Trinity's athletic teams enjoyed a
successful week. The tennis team
finished fifth at the New Englands.
Trinity Field Hockey is in high gear
after defeating Wesleyan and
Bowdoin last week. See back page for
details of these stories and more..













































TheTrinity Tripod is published every
Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in
Hartford, Connecticut. The Tripod
office is located in the basement of
Jackson Dormitory. Address all
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Tripod. Box 1310, Trinity College,
Hartford, CT 06106. Our telephone
number is (203) 297-2583
TheTrinih/Tripoduses the Aldus
Pagenwker 4.2 Desktop Publish-
ing System in coordination with
the Macintosh computer system.
Headlines are set in bolded
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Ihe Registrar's Office's October newsletter carried a
fbrief announcement hidden on the lower left corner of
fl the page. This easily overlooked blurb carried the
news of a significant academic policy change effective immedi-
ately:
"Soon to be published with the Schedule of Classes, .the
spring 1993 Exam Schedule will have some changes from spring
terms past. Final exams will be administered to graduating
seniors at the same time as underdass students. Also, effective
with the Class of 1993, the rule that exempted students who take
general exams in the major from final exams has been repealed
by the faculty. All members of the Class of 1993 will be required
to take all final examinations."
Every class until the Class of 1993, in its senior year, was
exempted from spring examinations, and with good reason. By
their final May 'neath the elms, hopeful graduates would be
worried about graduation: sorting out job interviews and re-
sumes, and struggling to discern a rewarding career path. At
the same time, they would be completing final projects, perfect-
ing theses, or preparing for general examinations.
According to the Registrar's Office, reading days are
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, May 4-6. However, se-
nior general examinations are scheduled for May 5-6, leaving
one day. to study for final exams which seniors are now obli-
gated to take.
As if this were not bad enough, exams actually begin on
May 6 at 3:00p.m.. To look at a specific example, History
Comprehensive Exams run from 9:00 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. on
May 5 and 6. A History major could conceivably have one
reading day to prepare for Comps and finals, endure two
grueling days of Comps, and then have just two hours of relief
before the first finals begin.
General Examinations are designed to survey students'
knowledge of their maj or field from the past four years of study.
It would be virtually impossible to prepare adequately for them
over the course of a few days, and theoretically a senior should
be preparing for them throughout the final semester. However,
the added worry and mental drain attendent to finals could
seriously impair a student's ability to perform on General
Exams.
Another reason seniors were excused from finals or al-
lowed to take finals early was because senior grades are due
earlier than those for lowerclassmen, According to the new
system, final examinations run from May 6-13, and senior
grades are due on the 14. A paper dueMay 13 wouldhave to be
graded in one day. Most professors would riot appreciate a
rushed job, especially on a final paper, but it seems perfectly
acceptable to hurry through the grading of the paper.
It was the faculty that decided to drop yet another
burden on the over-taxed shoulders of graduating seniors, and
it was the faculty that decided to rush themselves through
grading finals. It seems strange that the faculty at a small liberal
arts college, priding itself on small classes and a close profes-
sor/student relationship, would vote in this way, yet it did.
Upon closer examination, the final exam episode is not surpris-
ing, but instead just another example of general insensitivity to
the reality of student life,
Last year's seniors, the Class of 1992, was the first group
to graduate with a required interdisciplinaryminor. The minor
was designed to force students into an educational track inte-
grating several different courses of study. This "Integration of
Knowledge" requirement assumed that Trinity students, if
given free reign to choose their courses, would not study
outside of their major. This implies that Trinity students are not
mature enough, or intellectually curious enough, to stray from
what they find most academically comfortable.
At the same time, certain majors were exempted from the
minor requirement. American Studies, for example, is consid-
ered interdisciplinary in itself, and therefore those who study it
are already integrated enough. Thus, an American Studies
major can earn a degree by satisfying twelve required courses,
while an English major might have to complete 18,12 for the
major and 6 for the minor.
Amajor like Biology, however, which is not interdiscipli-
nary, does not require a minor either. Is Biology assumed to be
a more demanding major than those of the liberal arts, and thus
not require a minor? If this were true, wouldn't Biology majors
be even more susceptible to this perceived academic narrow-
mindedness?
The Class of 1992 was also the first to be faced with
distribution requirements, which direct students to take at
least one basic course in each of five fields: Natural Sciences,
Social Sciences, Humanities, Arts, and Numerical & Symbolic
Reasoning. The overlapping interdisciplinary requirements of
the minor and the distribution, both imposed by the faculty
within the last four years, limit students' freedom of academic
choice, and in truth their academic happiness. Students are
much more likely to participate and flourish in a course which
they have chosen out of genuine interest rather than because of
the need to satisfy some requirement. By trying to force
students to be more intellectually open minded, the faculty is
in fact slamming the doors of possibility.
The faculty's insensitivity to student's concerns extends
even beyond the walls of the classroom. Last year, the faculty,
heedless of a student vote which found a large majority of
students in favor of maintaining fraternities, voted overwhelm-
ingly to abolish fraternities completely: not merely to reform,
as the Trustees did, but to abolish. The discussion before the
vote was one sided, and those in favor of fraternities were not
allowed equal time to speak.
Does the faculty even have the right to legislate student
life? It is not comprised of students, and its members do not live
on campus, yet they believe that they know more about what
is good for the students than the students do.
It is difficult to fathom why faculty members would act
so blatantly against students' interests. Individually, profes-
sors are usually caring and accommodating, and quite respon-
sive to academic interest. What makes the faculty, when acting
as a unit, move against students?
On an individual level, professors have the opportunity
to see students as they are: interested, active, and intelligent.
However, when administering to the student body as a whole,
the faculty becomes condescending and paternal. It attempts
to regulate as much of student life as possible.
Naturally, not all students are as mature or as academic
as others, and from time to time an individual act of immaturity
will reflect badly on student seuvdiscipline. An act of vandal-
ism, ora student in a class satisfied with just getting by, are the
exception rather, than the rule, and should not be taken as signs
of the general outlook of the student body.
The students are as an important part of the Trinity
College family as the faculty, yet are treated as younger sib-
lings: good for nothing except to be bullied into obeying the
will of self-appointed wiser elder. However, from a parent's
perspective, the bully is just as immature as the victim.
The faculty is rightly our guide through academic af-
fairs. There is no doubting their wisdom and teaching ability
for leading us through our years of intellectual development.
At the same time, the faculty has appointed itself super-
visor of student life, but its concerted decisions have displayed
a complete misunderstanding of students' needs, or perhaps a
disregard for them.
Do students not have the right to graduate according to
the same terms under which they matriculated? Don't stu-
dents, nearly all of whom can legally vote in federal elections,
have the ability and maturity to make wise decisions? Should
students not be free to choose their courses, rather than have
them dictated according to which way academic winds are
blowing?
As the Class of 1993 rises to receive its diplomas in May,
let them be remembering the joy of intellectual satisfaction and
the comradeship of students and faculty, not lamenting their
past and the College's future.
T.E.H.
Loud and Dark
Around Trinity gives a big Jeer
to those attending the Light and Dark
comedy night who made itmiserable
for not only the audience but for the
performers. Perhaps it was the eight
kegs of beer consumed (arguably by
solely one table in the front), but de-
spite repeated suggestions and or-
ders to keep the noise down by the
audience andby all three comedians,
people wouldn't shut up. Around Trinity
sees the importance in heckling a per-
former who isn't funny, but doesn't see
the logic in heckling a performer who is
funny. Around Trinity hopes that the
college will not lose out on future enter-
tainment bookings due to this disrespect-
ful reputation.
Social Critique
Around Trinity was thoroughly
entertained by the funky sounds of
Milo Z at Alpha Delta fraternity, and
was doubly pleased at seeing purple-
shirtedPeer Monitors present as well.
In the past, there have been
scheduling gaffes by AD concerning
the Peer Monitor program, but
Around Trinity is confident that this
improved organizational trend will
continue. Now, if only the parties
weren't seven bucks...
Su .. 7leTS " ° l e : L e l t e r S ' ° The T"""y. THpod S h o u l d b e received b v 5 ; 0 0 P.-m. the Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. They should]
Ibe typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
Ibepnnted.althoughTOmes may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod wffl not pubUsh any letter .U Editors judge to be an attack
Jon an individual s character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
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Whom Are We Trying To Please?
By Kelly Canright
"What's the matter with the crowd I'm seeing? Don't you know that they're
out of touch. Should I try to be a straight-A student? If you are, then you
think too much. Don't you know about the new fashion honey? All you
need are.looks and a whole lot of'money. It's the next phase, new wave,
dance craze, anyways it's still rock and roll to me." - Billy Joel -
The above "conversation" denoted in Billy Joel's famous song It's Still Rock
and Roll to Me dictates what many people find to be the most dominating force in
their lives- conformity. At Trinity, it is obvious to see the trends: J. Crew, the
Gap, L.L. Bean, vacations at Nantucket, classic rock, barn jackets, blue jeans and
college sweatshirts, penny loafers, dressing up for class and dressing down for
parties. Whatever the case, be it coming from prep school or going to fraternity
parties, it's easy to find yourself caught up in the hype surrounding the typical
New England college atmosphere, most evident at Trinity College.
The failure in this situation, or in any conforming situation, is that often, we
forget to place our own preferences and predilections before that of the crowd.
The ability to differentiate between what we originally wanted to wear or listen to
becomes difficult when there is such a distinct pressure coming from surrounding
outside influences. On many occasions, we abandon our own desires for fear of
being mocked or laughed at, because what we would do would deviate from our
immediate society.
In college and in life even, a strong emphasis should be placed on individu-
ality. So often, we fail to see the beauty of our differences, and veer toward a path
of familiarity and custom. Much is to be said for the grace and continuity of
tradition, but not when it succeeds in impeding on new thoughts or ideas. Most
would not think that conforming to certain dress standards or music tastes would
be damaging, but in reality, those very things are the vehicles of artistic expres-
sion for each individual. Crippling those differences in style only creates a bland,
homogeneous environment that fails to appreciate change and new ideas.
Since I have been here, I can't count the number of times I have heard
people agonize over what to say at this school for fear of being cast out for falling
short of everyone's politically correct expectations. Rather than a life-style or a
value change, it has become the "fashion" about campus to keep your private '"
feelings private, and your public feelings in line with what other people feel is
proper. This sort of conformity is also damaging as it fails to educate and merely
seeks to ostracize those whose views are different.
Primarily, we should all feed from the objective that we "be ourselves."
People use this statement all the time to describe success in relationships, in job
interviews and in conversation, yet so few people are able to do just that. What
we want in life should not be dependent on what other people want, as, last I
heard, this is the only life we have, and pleasing others does not allow us to fulfill
the innate dreams and aspirations we have within ourselves.
Question yourself. Is this what I want or is this what someone else wants?
Take risks in an effort to substantiate who you are and to place a stronghold on
your beliefs. There is no reward for those people who incessantly repeat what
others have done, and the only accomplishment of yielding to conformity is that
of comfort. As Henry David Thoreau so eloquently stated it, "Most men lead
lives of quiet desperation."
Lastly, don't be intimidated by those who are different from you. Keep in
mind that your decision to pressure them into embracing your way of dress, your
way of speaking, or your way of interpreting life and beyond, only suffocates the
air which breathes that which is unique and original. Never fail to be honest with
yourself and respect those qualities in people which are new and different to you.
This allows people to feel the calm quality of acceptance and understanding
without being forced to compromise beliefs for admission into popularity. There
is such a diversity of talent on this campus- let us keep our college alive with the
different extremities we find and refuse to shape everyone in a single mold.
H
(tslfgist1) v. The taste and outlook characteristic of a period or generation.
And In This Corner...
ByBickZMnk
A strange thing happened on Friday, October 16-1 went to a fight and a
party broke out. In fact, an annoying trend shows that many exciting fights
have been overshadowed by dull parties in recent months.
Consequently, many of you may not have heard about the major
competition on our home turf on the sixteenth. On the low end of Vernon
Street, a few daring "locals" made the mistake of challenging the manhood of
one of our guys with a cheap shot. It was mighty thoughtful of them to
provide us with sparring practice, but I'll bet they're sorry they did.
Meanwhile, up the block, an intramural bout featured a couple of
students from rival squads testing each other's fist-wielding skills. Despite the
partisan throng, the judges ruled it a draw.
Other exhibition action has kept young gladiators sharp since the season
opened September 1. There was the Clemens resident who showed his
impressively high testosterone count several weeks ago by thumping some
fool who had the nerve to talk to his girlfriend.
And on Parents' Weekend, there were two real heroes dueling over
whether the lights should be on or off in a Vernon Street night spot.
These, however, have all been sideshows to October's Main Event. For
what should have been a heavyweight title match, a herd of Trinity students
ventured to Williamstown to rumble. But, just as things were heating up, a
football game erupted on the sidelines. The pigskin match proved to be a
sneaky way for the hometown crowd to divert attention from the fact that we
were handing their Ephs to them on a platter. In the wake of being recognized
as the nation's wimpiest college by U.S. News & World Report, they were
embarassed that we were showing them how brawn beats brains any day. To
save face, the Williams faithful tried emphasizing their victory in the kids'
game played in pads on the gridiron."We know better. We won the day's bare-
fisted battle.
The recent displays of combative prowess have prompted Trinity's
administration to consider recruiting our best talent in each weight class and
granting them varsity status. That would seem like an unnecessary formality,
since adequate practice time is clearly being found, though, some participants
could benefit from technical coaching.
Word also has it that the Presidential candidates nearly opted to stop
their sissy name-calling and take off their gloves. Then, we could crown a true
winner who would be suited to take on the world. Wouldn't that be prime-
time entertainment?! Imagine the ratings! "And in this corner, the reigning
Commander-In-Chief, weighing in at...." (Ooh, that might be humbling.)
But think how disappointing it would be if we found that the kinder,
gentler man we elected four years ago couldn't take a good shot to the chin?
"No wonder he didn't push Saddam farther," people would murmur. One
would think Yale must have prepared him for something.
Now, if he had come to Trinity- that'd be another story. Here, well-
educated students know how to solve a problem.
Wpod Survey: Should Trinity Extend The Off-Campus Shuttle?
•-1
Inanattempttodetemuneiftheschoolshouldm^ Ifstudenteshowaninterest|
hx this type of program, the results of this survey can be a key determinant of the shut'tleprogram'e format. Please spend a f̂ wmoments to answer the following questions. -
Please check the appropriate response:
1) Do you think an extended off campus shuttle system is
desirable?, necessary?, . neither?, _;
3) Choose tihe top four places you would use the shuttle to go to
(refer to question #2): a) , , , in
2) If the shuttle program was icnpl emented, which of the following
places would you use it to go to? Check as many as you like.
Bus/Train Station
Civic Center
Dance Clubs/Bars Downtown „__ .
Grocery Store (Super Stop and Shop), ,
Hartford Medical Center.
Historical/Cultural Sites (excluding theatres)____ ,.
Merrtship sites




Theatres (Le, Hartford Stage, Bushrtell) _ _ .
' Others (Please specify) - - -
J Surveys should feeretutned to ̂ mi^^^0^°^?'_ „ ' .
4) I£ special activities were planned on a weekly basis, (i.e. amuse
menfc park, holiday parade downtown, bowling) would you use
the shuttle to participate? yes no,
5) Should the shuttle program.be an on-call service, scheduled





d) combination of the three
6) Would you pay a standard fee, added to your tuition:, for this
service? yes. ,. „, ,no, „ ..^..ri • _ , '
Would yem pay a nominal fee per use? yes
If you have arty questions, please call Samantha at x3450. .u
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Missing The Bigger Issue
To the Editor:
When I heard that I fi-
nally received a response to
something I had written I was
overjoyed. Writer'sdelightlies
partly in feedback and input,
beitpositiveornegative. How-
ever, when I read the response,
an editorial letter by Luke
Magidan '96,1 was personally
very disappointed. He wrote
not to comment on one of my
Dialogue pieces, but rather in
defense of my editorial on an
incident of verbal harassment I
personally fell victim to.
I salute you, Luke, for
defending your intellect and
that of your classmates. As a
writer and firm believer in uti-
lizing the pen to uphold our
democratic values and per-
sonal beliefs, I respect your ac-
tion and your point of view. I
can respond onlybysaying that
it is, in fact, true that the intel-
lectual talent of incoming Trin-
ity classes is declining statisti-
cally. While that is clearly a
reflection of the broader na-
tional trend of fewer high
school students applying to
college,' I also argue that it is a
reflection of Trinity's attitude
toward academic standards of
excellence. Our administration
continues to fill incoming
classes rather than take a firm
stancetoupholdTrinitystandards
by allowing class size to diminish
anddormroomstoremainernpty.
Such a policy would be tempo-
rary and would certainly be a
proud statement of commitment
to highstandards even when the
"student market" is weak.
The original editorial, in
which I made this reference to
the decreasing intellect of in-
coming classes, addressed the
issue of civility on this campus.
I had been harshly verbally ha-
rassed and was moved to in-
form our community of this con-
tinuing intolerable behavior.
.Although I feel respon-
sible to defend any thinglputin
print, my sympathy to you,
Luke, has its boundries. I was
not making a judgement on the
intellectual abilities and curi-
osities of the individual mem-
bers of the Class of '96; I was
merely using a fact to support
my argument of the bigger is-
sue. In the midst of feeling
offended and angered by my
writing, I hope that you also
reflected on that bigger issue.
Sometimes too much attention
to detail just reveals our insecu-
rities and prevents us from pro-




Week To Cite The Facts Of Homelessness
To the Editor:
Many people do not know the facts on
hunger and homelessness in the world today.
For example, it is a fact that we have enough food
to feed everyone in the world, but still one per-
son dies from hunger-related causes every forty
seconds. Approximately 25% of the world's
population is chronically malnourished.
Homelessness is another big problem. Three
million people are homeless in the United States
alone, with one million of them children. These
problems will not go away unless, we, as people
and as a concerned college, try to do something
to help. ConnPIRG and Community Outreach
are currently in the process of organizing a Hun-
ger and Homelessness Week for Trinity. The
week is aimed at educating students on the hard
facts of these important issues and possibly get-
ting people to do something about them. The
week, November 16-21, already has a tentative
schedule:
Monday: A Global Dinner representing the
world's food distribution.
Tuesday: Volunteer work in a local shelter or
soup kitchen.
Wednesday:, A campus Sleep-Out with edu-
cation on homelessness.
Thursday: A campus Fast where students
give up their Marriott meals for a day. The money
would then go to a local shelter or soup kitchen.
Saturday: The appearance of the comedian
Sinbad with a reduction on admission for donating
food.
This schedule is purely tentative, and changes
will most likely occur before the week. But we need
the help of Trinity's students to make this week
happen. Contact ConnPIRG at ext. 3510 or Com-
munity Outreach at "ext. 2383 to sign up for an
event. We need your help. Think about the facts.
Remember, someone just died as you read this.
Sincerely,
ConnPIRG
Student Action Center Open For Business
To the Editor:
Finally,acfivistshaveaplace
to go. The Student Action Center
located on the second floor of
Mather Hall is open for business.
Lack of student office space has
conrinuallybeenaproblematTrin-
ity. Since the inception of the Stu-
dent Life Resource Center in the
former Wean Lounge, campus
groups have gained access to val-
ued office space.
AIESEC,ASIA,Communiry
Outreach, ConnPIRG, LA VOZ
LAT1NA, Progressive Student Al-
liance,SOARandTCBWOallhave
meeting space in the second floor
area.TWsdesignatedstudentspace
will serve as an area for student
groups to convene and program.
Trinity students and faculty are
encouraged to visit the Student
AcdonCentertodiscoverwhatstu-
dent groups are planning. The
door is open 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.,
MondaythruFriday.Also,students
aswell as faculty are invited to look
over the Que Pasa Board located in
the Student Action Center. Que
The Future Of Free Trade Is Healthy
To the Editor
It is with dismay and regret
that I undertake to propose an op-
posite, in my opinion more pro-
d uctive approach, to the article en-
titled "Free Market Dreamin'," by
Fred Falkson, which appeared in
the September 29th issue of The
Tripod (copies ofwhich you will be
pleased to know, have managed to
cross the Atlantic).
This is an issue which war-
rants even the most delayed of re-
sponses. Theprirrativeconclusions
and naive assertions made by Mr.
Falkson need to be clarified and
then corrected. :• .
To begin with; it is impor-
tant to realize that while at times it
mayseemasiftheworldofinterna-
tional relations might at times dis-
play a tendency to work in myste-
rious ways, it is ultimately a game
ofcold,sfeelylogicandcalculatioa
And so it is difficult to accept the
very first claim made in the article
which states that "Britain passed
the mantle of world leadership to
the United States...." Surely, no
nation would "pass" any mantle
out of some sense of historic be-
nevolence.
Rather, this "mantleof lead-
ership" was thrustupontheUnited
States as a result of its nuclear de-
riyedstatusasthefirstSuperpower.
Britain had no say in the matter,
and to this day has been forced to
bravely face the elementswithlittle
more than a pair of briefs and typi-
cal British aplomb.
But let us move to admit-
tedly less pedantic issues and
plunge into the article in question,
Mr. Falkson insists that "there are
literally dozens of industries, once
symbols of America's prosperity,
which are now dead arid aban-
doned," To this I say, Bravo! The
more the better. I hardly consider
themassmanufacturkvgofVCRsa
symbol of a nation's prosperity!
Just as textiles and peanut farming
are best left to less developed na-
tions, so should we allow the mar-
ket to discard less-profitable sec-
tors? What Mr. Falkson must un-
derstandis thatitisadistinctsignof
economic maturity to see "primi-
tive"industriesbeingrepkcedwith
a more sophisticated and higher
revenue generating sort. In simple
terms, it is better to manufacture
telecommunication satellites than
to insist on making bird cages (an
activity which should be left, if not
out of sheer benevolence, to some
lessprosperousThirdWorldCoun-
try who can probably do it better
and cheaper!).
. Mr. Falkson then proceeds
toattack"freetfadeorthodoxy"by
claiming that it "neither punishes
foreign predatory behavior, or
guarantees American companies
equalopporrurutiesinforeignrnar-
kets." Besides the obvious fact that
few things can be "guaranteed" in
life, the author fails to point out a
minor detail: that it was precisely
this very policy which, over the
pastfortyyearsorsohasturnedthe
American economy into not only
the world's largest economy, but
also, by far, the most productive.
Obviously an abysmal failure, this
"orthodoxy" thing i s . . . .
Mr. Falkson then points to
"dumping," a form of predatory
behavior,asoneofthenightmarish
results of free trade. Yet he is igno-
rantofthefactthat"dumping"and
other unfair forms of competitions
are specifically outlawed by our
government through the General
Agreement on Trade & Tariffs
(GATT). While it is true that some
Japanese companies were practic-
ing this method, they were found
out and made to stop and in some
cases even pay retributions.
The aufhbr also chooses to
dwellintosubsidies,aidwhichfor-
eign governments give to some of
theirindustrieS/Whileconveniently
forgetting that we do the same, for
example, with our farmers and our
aklineindustry(intheformofenor-
mouspentagonResearch&Devel-
opment funds, and large defense
orders).
Two other examples serve
to expose some of Mr. Falkson's
glaring factual inaccuracies. Intel
Semiconductors, an AMERICAN
company, has just recently, de-
clared RECORD profits ,( a feat
rnadeevenmoreremarkablewhen
considering that these are not the
best of economic times). Also,Intel
happens to be the world's largest
manufacturer'of semiconductors.
An overlooked detail, I suppose.
The second example lies in
the performance of the European
divisionsofFordandGM(abbutas
Americanas youcan get). Over the
past few years, both units have
been highly profitable, at times
even, being the only divisions to
register any growth at all- all this
while operating in "fortress Eu-
rope." One is also tempted to point
out the success of the Saturnline of
automobiles; which bis had diffi-
culty supplying the demand forits
cars- proof that when America
WANTS to do it right, it can, and
invariably does.
Mr. Falkson, gloom and
doom twaddle is about as effective
an argument as quoting Bush's
advisers out of context. Free trade
is this nation's future. Admittedly,
many nations lack the same com-
mitment to the elimination of tar-
iff s and barriersbut ultimately that
will be to their disadvantage. The
future is bright, except for those
few grey clouds off on the side,
advocating the protectionism
which in the 1930s plunged our
nation into its greatest economic
depression ever. Once is enough,
Mr. Falkson.
How about a "little less
dreamin'" next time and more





Pasa translated from Spanish to
English mgans, "What's happen-
ing?" So why not come find out
what's happening with the Com-
munityOutreachProgram through
posted announcements on the Que
Pasa Board. Information on Com-
munity Service Oppurtunities are








I am writing to express
my feelings concerning thelead-
ership of TJie Tripod over the
past two semesters. As a se-
nior, Ir&ye seen the newspaper
go through many different
phases of its life, seven semes-
ters to be exact. There have
beentimesatwhichlwondered
about the journalistic quality of
TheTripod,
However, last spring put
my doubts to rest. Under the
editorship of John B. Akasie II,
The Tripod began to dearly take
a stand concerning several dif-
ferent issues; it was not simply
a regurgitation of political cor-
rectness. Many of the editorials
stirred a true exchange of ideas,
which made The Tripod a plea-
sure to read. Kudos to Mr.
Akasie for a job well done!
This fall, we have all
been fortunate enough to wit-
ness a continuation of such
journalistic excellence under
the guidance of Jonathan E.
Heuser and Daniel J. Scanlan.
I now look forward to my
weekly copy of The Tripod to
see what will be the next topic
of debate, Mr. Scanlan and
Mr. Heuser both deserve a
round of applause for their ef-
forts!
Simply put , Messr.
Akasie, Heuser, and Scanlan
a i r deserve a tremendous
amountofrecognitionfortheir
accomplishments. I only hope
the future of The Tripod is just
as bright.
Sincerely,
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have been nominated for the
Watson Fellowship, an annual
grant of $15,000 given to stu-
dents who wish to condurl an
independent research pro)oct i n
another country.
About 23 students app lied
for this fellowship, 12 were Iben
chosen to be interviewed, and
now 4 have been nominated as>
finalists.
The seniors this year v\ ho
theMshlanguage.Mr.Hardings
ideas would take him to Thai-
land, Malaysia, and Indonesia
where he would study the ef-
fects of building resorts for for-
eigners. His study would cover
the impact of these resorts on
Gregory Creamer '93 BEIH rm
have been selected are Amy
Tatko, Deborah McBride, Gre-
gory Creamer, and John
Harding. Ms. Tatko proposes a
study of women in contempo-
rary Russia. Ms. McBride has
chosen to go to three Spanish
speaking countries, San Pedro
Deborah McBride '9:5
the past and present economy
and environment.
The four students will be
interviewed in December and
notified of acceptance in mid-
March. About 70 fellowships are
awarded each year, giving the
students a one in three chance of
being accepted.
John Harding'93
Sula in Honduras, San Jose in
Costa Rica, and Monterrey in
Mexico, where she would study
street vendors. Mr. Creamer
'suggests a study in Ireland
where he would speak with of-
ficials about efforts to preserve
KELLY COUJSAmy Tatko'93
Trinity College has been,
involved with the Watson Fel-
lowship from the program's be-
ginning in 1969. Since then the
College has only had one year
during which no students were
accepted into the program, Fre-
quently there are 2 or 3 students
accepted. In all, almost 40 Trin-
ity students have been awarded
this fellowship.
The national project pro-
posals are due in early Novem-
ber, and it will be until March
that the students will have to
wait to learn the final results.
The following students have feeen naoied
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Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, addressed the fac-
ulty at their meeting held last
Wednesday, October 141992.
Chairman Koeppel
spoke briefly onissues such as
the implementation of the de-
cision regarding fraternities
and sororities, the heavily dis-
cussed Strategic Plan, and the
financial aid program. Presi-
dent Tom Gerety also ad-
dressed the faculty, and ar-
ticulated the same issues as
Koeppel and discussed the
budget and Trinity's visionf or
the next decade.
Koeppel cited the cre-
ation of a better social life to be
the prime motivation behind
the decision of the trustees to
make all campus Greek orga-
nizations coed by 1995. He
articulated the Trustee's feel-
ing that if equality between
the sexes can be achieved, then
the Greek system can be aposi-
tive experience for everybody.
Although this was the goal in
mind when making the deci-
sion, he also acknowledged
that whether or not it will be
achievedis unclear. The Trust-
ees now need recommenda-
tions as to how the decision
will be implemented. Such
recommendations will reach
the Board by March, 1993.
The draft of the Strate-
gic Plan that the college re-
ceived before Reading Week
will be modified; Koeppel
stressed the importance of
implementing the Plan once
the final version is in place.
President Gerety spoke more
on the Strategic Plan and the
purpose of its implementation.
One of its major goals will be
improving the college's com-
petitive position.
He spoke of the Plan in
relation to three challenges
that Trinity faces for the remain-
der of this century and beyond:
the position of Trinity in rela-
tion to all of the other schools
across the nation (universities
and small private colleges),
Trinity's position within the
framework of the small New
England liberal arts school, and
Trinity's identity due to its spe-
cial situation of being the only
New England private school lo-
cated in the inner city.
President Gerety spoke a
great deal on the last issue, ar-
ticulating that above all the iden-
tity of Trinity College must be
established in the world at large.
important over the next de-
cade. One is maintaining the
College's excellent faculty.
"The great strength of
Trinity's faculty can be re-
garded as one of our greatest
assets, and it must stay that
way," said Gerety.




of Trinity college is of a resi-
dential college, and Gerety
feels that the residential side
of Trinity has somehow never
managed to live up to the cur-
riculum and faculty. The Stra-
Koeppel cited the creation of a better social
life to be the prime motivation behind the
decision of the trustees to make all campus
Greek organizations coed by 1995.
This new identity for Trinity
College would associate the
school with the inner city; Trin-
ity would be regarded as a place
where one could study the ur-
ban environmentin the midstof
getting a liberal arts education
in whatever field a student
wishes to study.
This would mean that
Trinity's involvement in its en-
vironment would have to be in-
creased over the next decade.
According to Gerety, when a
prospective student asks, "Why
Trinity?" he or she should look
at our urban setting and iden-
tify Trinity as a place to go to
study an urban environment
first hand, while also getting an
education from some of the best
faculty in the nation,
Gerety believes that
Trinity's association with the ci ry
has never been established, and
that the Strategic Plan'is one
way of making this very impor-
tant connection for those out-
side of the community.
Gerety also spoke about
two other issues which will be
tegic Plan squarely addresses
the issue in an attempt to make
it right.
"The issue cannot be es-
caped; it is almost the center of
the plan," Gerety says.
Koeppel and Gerety
both discussed the financial aid
program and the college's
need to maintain the need-
blind policy it follows at
present. Koeppel pointed out
that the new capital campaign,
although its goals have not
been permanently established,
will definitely attempt to add
to the endowment. A bigger
endowment would mean that
more financial aid could be
given to students.
Gerety stated that there
is a 4% increase of students in
need every fiscal year, which
places evengreaterimportance
on the issue in the face of the
recession. Trinity will have to
have financial discipline in the
coming years, although the
college has been able to bal-
ance the budget and maintain
its financial aid policy thus far.
The Tripod Captuies 1st Hace Title In Contest
The Trinity Tripod is proud to announce that
it has been awarded a First Place certificate in the
prestigious Columbia School of Journalism Col-
lege Newspaper Contest for 1992.
The Tripod was judged on issues from its Fall
1991 season and received especially high marks
for its coverage of news and'sports on campus.
The Tripod feels that this award reflects
the many hours of hard work which its editors,
writers, photographers and other staff put in
every week.
If you would like to be a part of this team,
join us at our weekly meeting Tuesday at 7:00
p.m. in our Jackson Hall Offices.








5:00 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Evening Prayer
5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer
5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer
8:00 p.m. Committee Room
Chapel Committee Meeting
5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer
10:30 a.m. Meet at Downes Arch






Organ Recital — Floyd Higgins '85
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Bistro Features live Peif onnance And New Hours
BY ERICA PRIGGEN
News Writer
This past summer, April
Brown, Assistant Director of
Mather, met with a committee
to discuss the future plans for
Koeppel Student Center.
Students had expressed
the desire for more activity on
the north side of campus. The
committee felt that the Bistro
was not being used to its full
advantage. With the help of her
IDP student manager, Mahuaz
Sorkhi Laleloo and her assistant
manager, Elizabeth Platt, April
Brown began to change and en-
hance the role which Koeppel
plays in campus life.
Like the Underground,
also overseen by Ms. Brown,
Koeppel is a place where stu-
dents can find non-alcoholic,
alternative events. The Bistro,
however, is more of a restaurant
than the Underground.
It is more spacious, and as
April Brown explains, "more
conducive to a wider range of
people." In describing the goal
of the student center Ms. Brown
says, "We would like Koeppel
to be an alternative, and to pro-
vide something fun for the stu-
dents.
"It is a place where people
can go to have great food and
listen to and enjoy various types
of music and different perfor-
mances. There are events on
Monday and Wednesday, from
7:30 -10:00 and on Friday and
Saturday from 10:00 - 2:00 am.
Performances on Monday and
Wednesday tend to be more
mellow and relaxing.
On Friday and Saturday
the shows are a bit more ener-
getic and fast paced.
Another important goal
which April Brown and the com-
mittee hope to achieve through
Koeppel is a better connection
between Trinity and the Hart-
ford community.
People from the city are
welcome to the Bistro. April
Brown hopes for more "cultur-
ally diverse things going on over
there." Hopefully this openness
to people outside the Trinity
community and the eclectic col-
lection of performances which
are lined up will help to achieve
this goal.
Right nowMs.Brown and
the committee are working to-
wards the formation of a
Koeppel Programming Board.
SUZANNE FALLENDERRichard Dcfwnes and David Giradina performed in the Bistro Friday night.
This board, made up of students a s long as the acts fit within event, simply get in touch with
space of the Bistro and no dras-
tic alternatives have to be made
to accommodate the perfor-
and faculty, will help to plan the
events for the student center.
Ms. Brown feel that
"things are starring to come to-
gether. " Time slots are available
if students wish to perform. The
committee is open to new ideas
mance.
If there are any sugges-
tions, or if any student organi-
zations wish to co-sponsor an
April Brown. The future looks
bright for the Koeppel Student
Center. Hopefully, people will
take advantage of these acces-
sible activities. And remember,
you can eat great food while
you're watching the show!
Students Comment On Presidential Candidates
continued from page 1
equately issues which resonate
with students. She cites abor-
tion rights, the economy, and
the environment. "Simply, Bush
is out of touch with the public,"
says Fuko. "The end of the Cold
Wai has made it very difficult
for him to appeal to student vot-
ers whose lives were originally
dictated by the threat of nuclear
holocaust."
Fulco notes that this push
toregistervoters contradicts the
traditional belief that students
no longer care abouttheir world
and its future. "The recent at-
tacks against students for their
lack of interest is unfair, It's not
1968 Chicago by any means, but
a new type of student involve-
ment that comes from a mistrust
of the incumbent and a growing
fear of economic and social ills.
I believe that students are very
much concerned with the politi-
cal state of this country.",
Students are most con-
cerned about the economy. Sup-
porters of Bush, such as Mike
Conard, leader of the Trinity
Republicans, claim that Clinton
"is trying to make a lot of people
happy by attempting to appeal
to every group, He can't keep
his promises."
Many feel, however, that
Bush has not kept his promises
either. "What's he done for us?
He doesn't care about resolving
the problems we are facing.
Clinton will at least give us a
change," says Marcea Patterson,
a junior at the University of
Hartford.
The state of the economy
is not the only problem on the
minds of students. The candi-
dates' stances on gender and
rninorityissues also force young
people to one side or the other.
"Bush wants us all to die,"
declares Ben Fineman, co-coor-
dinator of the Wesleyan Les-
bian/Gay/Bisexual Alliance.
"Look at the comments made
by Pat Buchanan at the the Re-
publican Convention. Clinton
is not perfect, but at least he's
not using homophobia to scare
people. The Democrats have
actively campaigned to get the
homosexual /bisexual vote. I
just hope they keep their prom-
ises."
"Clinton has made more
of an effort to address issues
relating to sexism than has Bush
or Perot," says Brenda Schmerl,
a senior at Trinity, "Buthe's still
not come out with an aggressive
plan for confronting sexual ha-
rassment, the lack of affordable
child care, and the daily vio-
lence against women in this
country.":
The Democrats have capi-
talized on Bush's unpopularity
among students. AdamKreisel,
a junior at Trinity, is spending
his semester at the Democratic
NationalHeadquarters in Wash-
ington. He is the director of the
voter registration drive of Vote
For a Change, a project of the
College Democrats of America,
which has registered 300,000
youngpeople nationally, 10,000
in Connecticut, primarily on
college campuses.
"Vote For a Change is a
coalition of student groups ad-
vocating environmental pro-
We're kicking some major butt
hereatUCONN."
"I'm not so sure that stu-
dents are heading towards the
Democrats. 1 don't see it that
way here. We've been pretty
successful. The turnout has been
great for the events we've held,"
says D i^oh t . "I just think stu-
dents are fed up with the choices.
Those who are suppor t ing
''Simply, Bush is out of touch with the
publicTheend of the Cold War has made it
very difficult for him to appeal to student
voters whose lives were originally dictated by
the threat of nuclear holocaust."
—Professor Adrienne Fulco
tection, choice, civil rights, and
affordable education, These are
the issues which are important
to students, not family values or
other political nonsense that the
Republicans talk about," says
Kreisel.
Student Republicans
would beg to differ. They, too,
have been sponsoring voter reg7
istration and recruitment drives
on campuses. BryanDumont,a
sophomore, leads the charge for
the Bush/Quayle ticket at the
University of Connecticut at
Stores. He insists that the polls
which show Clinton leading
among young voters by such a
high margin are "dead wrong.
Clinton.. .they're just voting anti-
Bush, not pro-Democrat. What
they don't understand is that
Clinton's economic plan is just
not viable. It can't work."
Clinton, unlike Bush, has
actively sought the young, im-
pressionable s tudent vote
through unconventional media.
He played the saxophone on
Arsenio, appeared on the cover
of Rolling Stone, and he and his
partner,AlGore,haveheld ques-
tion and answer spots on the
notorious rock music channel,
MTV.
Bush and his gang have
dismissed such ploys as being































































































sists that he is "not going to turn
into a teenybopper at sixty-
eight."
Television, the center-
piece of this generation's cul-
tural upbringing, has taken
some responsibility in showing
teenagers and college-age vot-
ers that what goes on in Wash-
ingtonis a concern to them. MTV
launched a successful Choose
or Lose campaign this summer
during the Democratic and Re-
publican National Conventions
to convince its viewing audi-
ence of the necessity of voting.
Teen idol Luke Perry recently
gave a "get out the vote" spiel at
the end of 90220.
This program was then
followed by an hour-long spe-
cial sponsored by Rock the Vote
where students witnessed Ma-
donna, Jason Priestley, and
Whoopi Goldberg, all of whom
have shown dislike for George
Bush at one time or another, tell
kids that voting can be cool,
while implying that voting for
Clinton can be even cooler.
Laura Stein, a UCONN
junior who vehemently de-
scribes herself as a "nonpolitical
person," believes {hat this type
of coverage "was a good idea. It
got me to want to vote. It brings
voting issues to a generation that
watches MTV and 90210." , It
also might rack in a few votes
for the Democrats.
Though MTV and 90210
may spark interest and perhaps
even sway young voters to one
side or the other, decisions will
ultimately rest on which candi-
date students consider to be best
representative of their needs.
"Success in politics is de-
termined by your ability to ex-
cite the electorate..
Nothing else matters,"
remarks Wise. "If you can't get
people excited about your mes-
sage, issues such as character,
'presidentialism/ and family
values become troublesome to
your campaign. Bush doesn't
. excite people. Clinton does."
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TCAC light & Dark Comedy
Sells Out Washington Room
BYHMBAKR
News Editor
Good comedy and good beer are
perhaps all that's needed for a sell-out
crowd at a Friday night event at Trinity,
The "Light and Dark Comedy" presen-
tation in the Washington Room last week-
end indicates that this may be the case.
Three comedians played to a sold
out crowd of students, for a two hour
show. Comedians Julie Barr, Jonathan
Groff, and Tony V. each performed sets.
The event, sponsored by the Trin-
ity College Activities Council (TCAC)
drew over 400 people. "I thought it was
something immensely successful... we
had to turn away people," said President
of TCAC, Jonathan Lane, '93.
"I think it was a good time had by
all. I think it's good that TCAC is doing
more things like [comedy night], besides
spring weekend.Jt makes them more
visible. It's a good example of a social
alternative," said Jon Txevisan,'93.
"The audience was too loud and
rude, I couldn't hear a thing," said Tom
Lazay, '95.
Tables were set up in the Washing-
ton Room with TCAC bartenders pro-r
viding table service in an enlarged ver-
sion of a comedy club. Seven kegs of
both light and dark beer were served.
"We laughed,... we cried.... we
drank a lot," said Ted Anastasiou, '95.
In speaking of the Comedy Night,
Mr. Lane said that, "Its something that
we'd done in the past. Ihopethatwecan
do it again sometime... If we can get the
Washington Room."
On October 30, TCAC will be spon-
soring They Might Be Giants, an offbeat
band known for it's wacky songs and
unique style." The show is closed to the
public, although guest tickets can be
purchased.
Columbus And The 'New World'
continued from page 1
ture and conquest are prevalentthrough-
out history. Thus, it is not surprising
that, (keeping in mind past conquests,)
Columbus, as "conqueror," behaved as
he did. Whathappened when Columbus
arrived in the Americas was pure inevi-
tability. However, if we accept this ratio-
nale, then we are denying the
unpredictability of experience. Accep?
tance of the status quo, in this case, the
inevitability of imperialism/ lays to waste
years of effort on the part of universal
human rights legislation.
We must ask ourselves the follow-
ing: Were exploitation and colonialism
necessary consequences of Columbus'
voyage? Is there truly only one track
this case, narrative implies personal. In
respect to the commemoration of Co-
lumbus, the history of the adventurer
and "conqueror" has been written by
Europeans. Therefore, past commemo-
rations of Columbus' voyage have been
utterly biased by European documenta-
tion.
Why has it taken centuries to rec-
ognize the unethical practice of imperial-
ism which was decidedly prominent in
Columbus' conquest in the New World.
Professor Lang explained the lack of eth-
ics on the part of Columbus and his com-
rades in terms of a Golden Rule: "treat
others as thyself." European hostility to
and subjugation of natives in the Ameri-
cas was not a passive practice of imperi-
Professors Steele, Lang, and Chatfield particpated in the panel
discusussion addressing Christopher Columbus's explorations.
BEN KADLEC
upon which we are to travel throughout
history? Dr. Chatfield likened Colum-
bus' excursion into the New World to the
plaittationSouthi Accordingto Ghatfield,
•the course of' "history could have been
completely different for :both issues.
Chatfield refers to a "period of flux,"
which could very well have changed the
entire course of history in the United,
States. This same "period of flux" could
have affected, even deterred, the subju-
gation of the natives in the Americas
upon the arrival of the Europeans.
In light of the "continued struggle
for justice and equality in the Americas
today," aswasdiscussedbyDr.Bianchini,
can we continue to ignore the unjustified
exploitation of natives in the Americas
by the Europeans after Columbus' con-
quest? We cannot. This leads us to the
questioning of the validity of past com-
memorations of Columbus. For Profes-
sor Lang, the relationship between com-
memoration and history had been
clearly defined by her colleagues—com-
memoration consists of "honoring the
memories of persons, events, processes
and institutions," while history is a nar-
rative account of particular events. In
alism. To the contrary, European hostil-
ity was an active denial of ethical rules.
Individuals, not rules, arrived in the
Americas in 1492. .-•• •. '••,
It was easy for those distanced from
the subjugation of the natives to ignore
what was happening. Those distanced
could easily deny/what Lang referred to
as a "moral imagination," identifying
yourself with the person with whom you
will interact. For those who were not
distanced, they merely told themselves
lies. Those who committed the actual
atrocities against the natives built for
themselves a "superstructure" which
enabled them to behave without a con-
science. Just as members of the Nazi
party'were able to justify their actions, so
too did the conquerors of the Americas.
Hie 1992 commemoration of Co-
lumbus is different from past years be-
cause, for the first time, moral imagina-
tion has been incorporated. The recogni-
tion of minority voices previously ig-
nored is a major milestone in the quest
for universal human rights. With this in
mind, we should continue to act as moral
agents when studying history and acts
of commemoration.
The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of Trinity
College's Department of Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section is designed
to better inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety officers.
Phone Phony
Female freshman students have been barraged with harassing phone calls
recently. The scenario is that a male calls, asking if "Brian" is there, and ends up
getting into an hour long conversation with the female student. Some conver-
sations have been "sexually suggestive." Unfortunately the crank caller hasn't
been tracked down yet, as all the calls have been from an external number.
Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly (DCS-BK) said that any student receiving
a call of this nature should immediately hang up and report the incident to
Campus Safety. There have been more than 20 of these calls reported so far.
Garage Gone
A garage of a college-owned rental property was emptied at 141 Allen
Place. A bicycle valued at $250 was stolen.
Lost Leather
A leather jacket was stolen from the Cave between 9 and 10:30 on October
20. The jacket was valued at over $100. Responsibility has been claimed by
COWARD, Cows Outraged With Animal Related Dressings. Two cows holding
ski masks were sighted shortly afterwards smoking in the parking lot behind
Seabury,
Doonesbury Doomsday
A car was broken into from The Far Side™ of Doonesbury™. A window
was broken. In a completely different incident, the fire alarm in Doonesbury™
was maliciously pulledj causing a Baekdf aft™ of fire fighters. While the dorm
was Under Siege,™ a Single White Female™ was spotted at the scene, as
reported by someone who was obviously Out For Justice.™ The Lawn Mower
Man™ who works at the Pet Cemetary™ behind High Rise has been brought in
for questioning, however it could have been one of the Boyz ,N .the. Jf pod..*
GrowCrooks
On the weekend of October 17, there was a burglary at the Crow house.
Personal property was taken, as well as stereo equipment from several unlocked
rooms. There was no sign of forced entry.
Take-out Thief ., ,. , '
The Red Apple Restaurant on New Britain Ave. fell victim to an armed
robbery recently. According to DCS-BK, this is just one of several armed
robberies in the neighborhood around Trinity recently. This just serves to
remind us that although the campus looks like a park, and lends to make us
forget thai we live in the City of Hartford, there did occur 4,690burglaries in this
city just last year: (Please see the accompanying table on Page 6.
VViilk'n and 'compiled by Jim .Barr
5>kAGUSE
ABROAD
The Division of International Programs Abroad offers academic programs in
Australia, Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy,
Poland, and Spain
for a semester, a year, or a summer of study abroad.
v for more information, please contact
Syracuse University Division of International Programs Abroad
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Student Government Association Active As Semester Continues
BY LAUREL FORTNOY
News Bditor
Under the leadership of
President Quartti Davis '93,
Trinity's Student Government
Association has been active this
first half of the semester with
various projects to enhance the
student life on campus.
Composed of 48 members
from 5 constituencies on cam-
pus, the SGA, according to the
Student Handbook, " serves to
provide for the general welfare
of the student body, promote
unity of effort among the ad-
ministrators, faculty, and stu-
dents of the College, and is re-
sponsible forproviding an open
forum for students to express
their views."
The first of many initia-
tives of the SGA this semester,
according to Davis, is to actively
promote the idea of co-
sponsorhip of social events. "We
want to take the lead in doing
that ourselves, considering the
social vacuum of our campus,"
said Davis.
Earlier in thesemester, the
SGA sponsored an evening
event for the Presidents of all 72
student organizations on cam-
pus to discuss interdependent
and co-sponsorship among
groups.
Following the initia tive of
a few students of the SGA, a
committee has been formed to
examine the issue of security on
Trinity's campus. The commit-
tee will make "solid recommen-
dations," according to Davis, to
Campus Safety and the Dean of
Students Office to combat stu-
dent fears about security.
The Academic Affairs
Committee, in conjunction with
the Faculty committee of the
same name, will continue to
evaluate the recommendations
initiated by last year's SGA re-
garding the implementation of
an honor code.
If implemented, the code
would, "give students more re-
sponsibility foracademic actions
as well as greater responsibility
to the Trinity community in de-
terring academic dishonesty,"
said Davis.
Students would also be
charged with the responsibility
of reporting a student who may
be engaged in academic dishon-
esty. Students could also be re-
sponsible for for signing pledges
before taking exams saying they
had not given or received assis-
tance to anyone.
While examining this is-
sue over the past two years, the
honor codes of such schools as
Middlebury and Bowdoin have
been studied and discussed.
With the recent contro-
versy surrounding the future of
Greek organizations, the SGA





continued from page 1
Center to speak with any stu-
dentgroup—athletic learns, fra-
ternities and sororities, classes,
students organizations or dor-
mitories. According to Theresa
Phillips '95, the student coordi-
nator of the Peer Education
Training program, the Educa- >
tors usually work in pairs: pref-
erably male and female students
working together to bring home
the fact that sexual assault and
harassment are not "just a
believes that "everyone should
havesomeoffhisknowledge. A
lot of people don't wantto know
about sexual assault and can't
accept that these things hap-
pen."
Those who participate in
the training program are not
required to speak to groups
ab out sexual assault and harass-
ment, Accordingto Ms. Martel,
there are some students who go
through the training purely for
"Everyone should have some of this knowl-
edge. A lot of people don't want to know
about sexual assault and can't accept that
these things happen."
woman's issue."
This year, the program is
placing an emphasis on getting
more male students involved as
Peer Educators. The session
which is presently being offered,
October 20th, 27th and 29th, has
fifteen students enrolled, three
of whom are male.
Because of the enthusias-
tic response to the program, a
second training session is sched-
uled for Saturday, November
21 st and the following Monday,
the 23rd.
Phillips says she would
"like to see the responsibility of
educating the [Trinity] commu-
nity taken up by both genders."
Both Phillips and Diane Martel,
Coordinator of the Women's
Center, feel that all-male groups
who request Peer Educators will
be more convinced by, and re-
sponsive to, male Educators and
also feel less defensive. Lucy
Noyes '96, presently going
through the training program,
Nathan Sage, Mimi Anderson, and Steve Curley, all Class of '93, participated in "Get
Drunk with SGA." Sponsored by Trinity's Student Government, the event was a part
of Alcohol Awareness Week and was an up-front experiment that displayed the
effects of alcohol on motor and cognitive skills.
from the Implementation Com- The recent unveiling of Ihe
mittee, this group of students CoUege'sStrategicPlanwillalso
be subject to SGA scrutiny. Presi-
BEN KADLEC
will be making recommenda-
tions for implementing the re-
cent Board of Trustees' decision
while seeking student advice
about the issue.
"The SGA will be taking
an active role in this process, as
we are charged with represent-
ing the students interests," said
Davis. "We will be taking as
active of a role as the Implemen-
tation Committee invites us to,
although we will be making rec-
ommendations of our own. I
believe that our recommenda-
tions will be taken seriously be-
cause we represent the stu-
dents," Davis added.
dent Gerety is scheduled to meet
with the group tonight to dis-
cuss the plan and its implica-
tions for students in the coming
years.
All in all, Davis is pleased
with the actions of the associa-
tionoverthepast2months. "The
administration has been ex-
tremely receptive to the SGA,
especially the President's and
Dean's offices," said Davis.
As for future goals for the
Student Government Associa-
tion, Davis commented how it is
necessary for the SGA to be-
come more proactive. "We are
trying to make Trinity a place
where all students feel wel-
come," he said.
As a result of a Zeitgeist
column appearing in the Sep-
tember 8th issue of theTripod,
Davis plans to sponsor a piece
of legislation with the hopes of
establishing a sexual assault /
harassment grievance policy to
address assault and harassment
based on sexual orientation.
Davis also noted how all
SGA meetings are open to all
students. "There is a certain
amount of empowerment from
simply facilitating an atmo-
sphere where students feel like
their input is not compromised,"
Davis commented.
personal reasons. The training
includes group discussions,
movies such as Campus Rape and
Dream Worlds, as well as learn-
ing exercises which include role
reversals between male and fe-
male students.
Martel says that Dream
Worlds is a particularly effective
film to watch since it has a "hard-
hitting" impact, especially on
men, and that "after watching
it, you don't intellectualize
[sexual assault and harassment]
at all."
Intellectualizing is exactly
what the Peer Education pro-
gram does not want people to
do. Instead, it wants people to
look at themselves: to recognize
and examine their assumptions
about sex, dating, members of
the opposite sex and sexual as-
sault.
According to Ms. Martel,
"there are underlying assump-
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severe disease with a high
fatality ratio. Now it is mainly a
disease of adults who have not
kept up on their tetanus
boosters. Please review your
immunization status for tetanus.
Did you have your primary
immunization (usually in
childhood) and a booster every
ten years, at least, since then? If
not, you certainly should update
your immunization.
Our method of improving
maintenance protection is to
schedule booster doses at mid-
decade ages (i.e. 25,35,45,55,
65).
The Medical office will be
giving tetanus boosters to any
staff, faculty, administration
member, or student at no
charge. In our office in Wheaton,
on Wednesday, October 28th,
from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. For further
information call ext. 2018.
ConnPIRG Refunds:
On Wednesday,
November 28th, and Thursday,
November 29th, ConnPIRG will
be offering $3.00 refunds for
students who do not wish to
support ConnPIRG. Tables will
be set up in Mather at lunch and
dinner.
Information Sessions for
All Prospective Spring 1993
Interns:
If you are considering an
internship next semester, come
to one of the information
sessions and have your
questions answered. We will
discuss how to go about
arranging an internship and what
to do about registration on
November 6th.
Sessions will be at 12:45
p.m. in Seabury 14 on Ocotber
29th and 30th, and November
2nd. All interested students
should try to attend.
Attention French Majors:
The French language
profiency exam will be given
Thursday, November 12, starting
at 4:00 p.m. in Seabury 9-17. All
students planning to take the
exam must register with the
secretary of Modem Languages,
Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23, and
pick up th essay questions a
week in advance. All French
majors, Plan A or B, must take
this exam.
|21assi|ieds
BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Earn FREE TRIPS and
the HIGHEST COMMIS-
SIONS! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona, & Jamaica from $159.
Call Take A Break Student
Travel today! New England's
largest spring break com-
pany! (800)32-TRAVEL (Bos-
ton.)
WANTED: Travel reps for
spring break. Established com-
pany with many years experi-
ence. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.





The best rates and the











through Friday, January 29th.
Watkinson Library, A floor, Trinity
College Library. Free admission.
Mondays and Fridays from 9:30
a m to 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays from






15th. A Trinity College alumnus
whose work has been displayed
at the-Whitney Museum and the
Museum of Modem Art. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center. 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Free
admission. Presented by the
Trinity College Department of
fine arts. Information: 297-2001.
Paintings by Trinity
College junior Nicholas Blum:
Friday, October 30th
through Friday, November 13th.
10 a.m. through 8 p.m. Mather







By Professor Rachel Jacoff of
Wellesley College. 7:30 p.m.
Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
Sponsored by the Cesare
Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture. Information: 297-2001.





BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER 1 O:2D
TOTO LE HERDS 2:3O
TOTOLEHEROS 7:3O
HEARTS OF DARKNESS 3:15
The African Studies




November 5, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Reese Room at Smith House.
Co-sponsored by Area Studies,
Modem Languages,
Comparative Literature,
Womens Studies, the Faculty
Research Lecture Committee,
and the English Department.
"Five Hundred Years
after Columbus: Native
Americans from Panama and ,
Connecticut Speak":
Oswaldo de Leon and
Ed Sarabia. October 27th, at
7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge.
Sponsored by the Area Studies
Program, Latin American
Studies and Post-Colonial
Studies. Open to the public.
"Unearthing the Body in
Recent Russian Culture":
A lecture by Professor
Helena Goscilo, Department of
Slavic Languages and Literature
at the University of Pittsburgh.
Thursday, November 5, in the
Faculty Club at 4:00 p.m.
Sponsors: Area Studies:






28, Katherine Moon will deliver
the Annual Anr> Plato lecture
titled "Sex in International
Politics: Military Prostitution in
U.S.-Korea Relations."
Katherine is a Ph.D. candidate
in the Department of Politics at.
Princeton University, focusing
her dissertation on the
relationship between internation
relation/foreign policy and
women, and is the 1992-93 Ann
Plato Fellow. The Ann Plato
Fellow enjoys faculty status,
teaches a course in the spring
semester, and is expected to
become engaged in the Trinity
College Community. In the
Spring, Katherine will teach a
course in Political Science and
Women's Studies titled Women.
Gender and International
Relations.
, The Ann Plato Lecture
will be held at 4:30 p.m. in
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather Hall,
on Wednesday, October 28. The
public and the entire Trinity
Community are invited; a wine
and cheese reception will
immediately follow the lecture in
Alumni Lounge.
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Something that I have been par-
ticularly struck by lately is the spiritual
vacuum I find in the intellectual circles of
today. Religionandfaithare words which
are held equivalent to words such as
fairy tales and fantasy. I am not saying
that science has no basis to it or that
religion (i.e. "afaithinthe existenceof an
unseen order of some kind in which the
riddles of the natural order may be found
explained ") is definitely the 'truth', only
that they both have a possibility of being
correct.
Science's theory of evolution has
still not been completely proven and yet
there are so many conflicting ones. Why
should we ignore something that might
hold the answers we are searching for
simply because the search is difficult?
What if we in ignoring religion are miss-
ing out on the answers to our problems?
The search should not be for a scientific
or religious truth but for a reality, be it
scientific or religious.
We see examples all around us of
animals who are not aware of the forces
which shape their lives, because they do
not have the mental capacity be aware.
Perhaps we have not been given the
mental capacity or have not utilized the
capacity to understand the forces con-
trolling us. What is sad is that American
scholars are not willing to give faith a
I am not saying that science has no basis to it or that
religion (i.e. "a faith in the existence order ofsomekind in
which the riddles of the natural order may be found ex-
plained") is definitely the 'truth'; only that they both have
a possibility of being correct.
is taken as being the reality of today by
most scholars in America. Increasingly,
I encounter professors who do not even
stop to consider the religious theory of
creation. They discount religion with-
out really having studied religion.
The tables have turned since a
few hundred years ago when closed-
minded religious institutions looked on
science as being false. Now it is science
which has become close minded and
inward looking not wanting to look be-
yond its own realm of 'scientifically
proven facts'. Science has become the
restrictive orthodoxy of today.
I might be able to understand this
pompousness on the part of science if it-
had found all the answers, but obvi-
ously it has hot. Why; tJien> ignore
religion? One of the books in my phi-
losophy class said that we should not
even take religion into account because
chance because they are unable to con-
front something that they cannot deal
with scientifically.
Religion proposes a complete
theory, science has not as yet come to all
the answers. Maybe science might come
to the same answers religion has. Ameri-
can scholars seem to have digressed ,in
the name of change, to a method which
ignores the spiritual side of human na-
ture.
Religion is only a part of this ab-
stract side which scholars have come to
discount because of their need for 'con-
crete facts.
Until science finds all the answers,
the possibility of religion should not be
ignored or they might be over looking
the truth, feeling like Crillon did when
greeted by Henry IV after the victory
"Hang yourself Crillon ! We fought at
Argues and you were not there."
Subject Of This Week's Dialogue:
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* American Spirituality
And The Russian Soul
"Homelessness" And The
Spirit Of "Home"
The history of this life is the story of my dislocation and alienation from
myself. This is the tale of how I became estranged from my soul, of how my
reflection came to be me, of how I was torn from the Earth. I once had my hands
and feet in the soil. But this I think is too cruel; I was not torn. I was, with love and
affection and with the best of intentions, silently and gently dug from the soil in
which I slept and placed into a pot. I am told though that I am one of the lucky
ones. My pot, is larger than most; and, its wall well withstands the abuse of the
other pots. It is comfortable and, with great pain, I confess that it suits me well. For,
you see, it must: this pot not the earth is my house,
In this pot I have traveled much, yet hardly anything have I seen. From
place to place, and back again with the frequencyof the weeks, I have moved. And
with each successive Fall something strayed a little further from reach , grew
slightly less recognizable. Soon, whatever sorry memory remained, I had created
from over heard conversations, with hesitation, out of necessity, So then I found
my self in Hartford, Connecticut- a shadow of something intriguing- calender
in hand counting the weeks until I could go home, until my pot and I could pack
another bag and move. But I thought again: what is "home" now? Does it exist?
Did it ever exist? Better: where did it go? These questions I cannot begin to answer
here.
I cannot faithfully claim to miss this thing that used to be but is still called
"home." I cannot say that I would recognize it should I ever meet it on the road.
Really, I think I would reproach it. I would resist the impositions and responsibilites
it would set upon me. "My pot suits me well!" I would say. "Go away and let me
live my life...freely." Yes. We people in pots make much of freedom.
I only feel what I lack based on what I see a few desperately longing to feel
again. They long for "home." They, though, are the endangered breed, not I. Their
numbers are growing smaller, their voices quieter, their actions insignificant so
we do not skip a beat. The rest of us - most of us - live in pots away from these
earth- restrained, even backwards, few. We hop place to place, city to city, across
entire oceans. But we return somewhere sometime. We end up in someone's bed
at the end of the day. But never do we return "home." We never experience
"home." Pity the ragged man or woman on the street. Pity yourself. We all are
homeless.
• Do you laugh? Laugh, then. I laugh with you. It all is a joke. Or rather, it has
become one. This "spirit of home!" Laugh, but it is gone. Its dull shine comes
through once in a while: when I, when we all, flip through the calender and await
the trek; when we use the word. But this Spirit is. Or, this Spirit is not. I believe
this spirit, this "spirit of home," is but lies fallow in the ground, forgotten. The
spirit is displaced in these pots which purport to give to us freedom. Freedom
displaces Spirit from its Home. You are free now, yet try to go home, Are you
prepared to sacrifice? Try, as I do now, to reach back to the soil from which we
sprung so long ago and return. Do you feel the pain? Do you feel the pain of your
hands smashing into the inside of your pot. You are inside, Home is outside.
Spirit is. Or, Spirit is not. Answer: Is! Spirit, though, is cloaked in unneces-
sary abstract moral, ethical, or religious. Leave god in its dank grave; it is not
Spirit. Spirit is this simplicity of longing. Spirit Is. Yet do we long for Spirit any
longer. We claim to miss Home, but we do not live at Home. We do not dwell.
We do not remain. You laugh. You say, "Do not dwell!" Move on. Live freely.
But look at what this "spirit of freedom" has wrought. It has torn Us from Us. In
exchange for what? Spirit! For a pot we have lost the world.
The Trinify Writing Center
115 VernpnSteet / 297-2468
*A11 Week At Vemon Street
Mon-Thure 1-4 6:30 -9:30
*Late Night at Mamot
Mon/
rIhurs;&Sunl0-12
*And Whenever You Are In
Your Writing Process
...A Place Where Writer Gather
BY AMY TATKO
Dialogue Writer
The legacy of the Russian soul lives on. After living in Siberia and traveling in
Russia for a year, I experienced various extremes of feeling, understanding, respect-
ing and bonding with many different versions of that Russian soul. Although
Americans who study things Russian sometimes mock or reject the very notion that
there is a Russian soul, I feel it and I truly believe in it. It is precisely now, in writing
on spirituality in America, that I recall the satisfaction and love I still preserve from
all those Russian souls that touched my life,
Russians have suffered greatly historically, first under the Mongol yoke, then
for centuries under tsarism, and finally under seventy-four years of Soviet rule. In
serfdom and internal power struggle, revolution and civil war, economic collapse
and ethnic strife, they have suffered, endured and maintained their national strength
and pride. While we Americans, too, have certainly suffered our fair share, our
history and sense of national identity and unity runs not nearly as deep as that of
Russians. We are a nation of diverse American individuals, and they are a nation of
commonly Russian people. On a daily basis, they, as individuals, recall World War
II, recite Pushkin, ponder the fate of humankind, and communicate openly and
spiritually with family and friends old and new. American scholars often note that
the balance of Russia and America in their lives is so humanly fulfilling because
Russia provides the spirituality and America provides the academia. With this I
firmly agree.
The material conveniences allowed to erupt in American capitalist society
have created living conditions which are, for many, comfortable, convenient and
efficient. However, alongside our high-tech, fast-paced movement into the twenty-
first century lies the slow, gradual death of culture and corrosion of American
spirituality. Friends gather to go somewhere in order to be entertained, rather than
simply talk and spend human and spiritual time together. Parents and children alike
are so extraordinarily busy that the sacred rite of the family dinner is often sacrificed
to sports' practicesand dinner meetings.
The material conveniences which remain completely absent in Russian (So-
viet) socialist society have created living conditions which are poverty-stricken,
challenging and time-consuming. However, alongside their economic breakdown
and political weakness lies a strong, natural dedication to the human soul and
spirituality. Families and Mends of all different ages reach out to aide and comfort
one another, and social life centers on tea-drinking, playing guitar and singing folk
songs, and gathering berries and hiking on the weekends. People are generally
exhausted and frustrated, but always retreat to human relations for inspiration,
encouragement and love.
I know many horribly corrupt, selfish, shallow Russians and 1 know many
wonderfully spiritual, warm, inspiring Americans. Yet, if national characters canbe
depicted/ Russians indeed claim the victory of human spirituality and the essence of
the human soul.
However, themosthuman,mostcrucialfactisthatfor too long have wecrea ted
these binary oppositions of "us" versus "them," Whocanmeasurespirituality? Who
is to say which of our two nations faces greater political corruption and social ills? Let
us move forward in unity as humans, and not as separate nations and entities. Every
humanbeing has a spirit. Creatingbeauty and human relations, art and song, family
and friendship, and a growing, spiritual nation is the responsibility of each and every
individual. Life is a work of art; cultivate your garden. The Russian soul perseveres,
the American soul perseveres, and the human spiritbolh suffers and rejoices in every




Spirituality in America, in terms of
religion, is jn many instances slowly
fading as a motivating force for society,
Fewer and fewer people attendreligious
service?; people just don't believe any-
more that there is a god out there and
that they need to be "good" so as not to
inflict his wrath upon them, Religion
monitored morality and therefore con-
trolled people's behavior.
" •• Now, with modern technology
and science, few people find the need
for religion to explain the wonders of
the world. Religion is not considered a
bonding familial force of a motivation
to act in a certain, way.
Strangely, even though people
don't look to religion for spiritual guid-
ance, they still want something ox some-
one to worship or Idolize. In many
cases, materlalisrfthas replacedreligion
the dominating societal force.;
The money motivator. People
want more money. With money they
can buy BMW's, Polo'wardrobes, and
vacations to Maui, These objects arert't
valued as much in themselves; rather,
they axe valued hxc th.e opinions others
draw abotil them With material ob-
jects, wealth tan be eas.ily displayed,
otting others make the "logical" con-
clusion that wealth equals success.
MonpybuysthepreshKeconnected with
Louis VuHton luggage, the respect of a
summer home on Naniucket, and the
snobbery of sipping cocktails in an ex-
clusive country ciub. Materialism as
motivation is evident in career choices
98 well. Law schools are tumingpeople
away while nary a soul is praying for
priesthood, The teaching profession is
emptying out because no one wants to
be paid under thirty thousand dollars a
year. People find spirituality in mate-
rial objects because with those objects
they can impress others, Their identi-
ties become defined by the opinions of
otiters,
Bothreligiort and materiaUmare
Both religion and material-
ism are terrible spiritual
motivators for a, society.
One focuses on pleasing an
unknown spirit.
terrible spiritual motivators' for a soci-
ety. One focuses on pleasing an un-
iknowrn spirit and the otherongleasing;
one's next door neighbor. Motivation
b y p
and toward the individual, Asanindi-
vidual, one am be spiritually ^tofted
by working for onettelt- Spirituality
should be guided by llv individual
spirit, not by the concern for pleading a
collective.
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In response to last week's subject
Apathy A Systemic Problem, Not Hie Fault Of Individuals
BY CHAPIN SPENCER
Dialogue Writer
Editors Note: This article is luritten in
response to last week's student empower-
ment subject. Due to technical difficulties we
did not get a chance to print it last week.
The presidential election is two
weeks away. And while the candidates
furiously campaign for more and more
voters, a large majority of eligible voters
have already decided not to cast their
votes. Why have people refused the
power given to them? Quite obviously,
Americancitizens perceive thattheyhave
no real power at all.
Not only are the political differ-
ences between the candidates small, but
there is no way to effectively hold them
to their platform anyway. Furthermore,
the limits of voting for a platform and not
being able to have a say in the implemen-
tation of specific policies is like going to
a clothing store and not being allowed to
choose which sizes you can get.
Is Trinity similar? Absolutely. The
voter apathy seen nationwide is
undoubtably similar to Trinity students'
lack of involvement in the campus' po-
litical process. Trinity is even a more
extreme case in the sense that we aren't
given the power to elect people to the
highestpositions. The SGA is the highest
politicalbody that we have direct control
over. The de jure paternalism of the
administration limits students to a few
non-elective positions on various com-
mittees, input through student forums,
and partial control of certain issues
through the SGA.
Is it a surprise that students don't
eagerly compete for token positions on
committees and boards? Is it a surprise
that students won't go out of their way to
attend and express their views in an open
forum where their views won't be taken
seriously? We have no feelings that we
can control our environment, and as such,
we rationally maximize our time by do-
ing something else.
There is, of course, the argument
that students could gain significant
power by mobilizing around an issue
and heavily pressuring the administra-
encourages us to be passive. The recently
circulated draft of the College's Strategic
Plan further contradicted its paternalis-
tic policy.
It plainly stated that "we embrace
a vision of the College as a place which
students will learn, above all, to assume
responsibility for their own intellectual
and moral lives. Every facet of institu-
tional life should reflect that vision." The
report claims the college achieves this by
"entrusting] undergraduates to regu-
late their own affairs."
Why have, people refused the power given to them?
Quite obviously, American citizens perceive that they have
no real power at all. Not only are the political differences
between the candidates small but there is no way to effec-
tively hold them to their platform anyway.
tion to respond to our desires. However,
the fact remains that we do not have the
time to fight outside the decision-mak-
ing process arguing our position for ev-
ery single issue on campus. Further-
more, after all of our efforts, what guar-
antees do we have that we will even be
heard?
The fact is that the college contra-
dicts its paternalistic governance of the
students by its philosophy and its mis-
sion statement. The Bulletin every year
stresses the importance for the College to
prepare us to become active and socially-
minded citizens in a free and democratic
society, yet the College denies us any
sense of control over our college lives.
Instead of teaching us how to make re-
sponsible decisions, the College's policy
The administration is clearly tout-
ing one policy while implementing an-
other. Why men, isn't there an uproar
from us, the students, and a broad-based
demand for more control of our sur-
roundings?
One reason is that we live a privi-
leged life at Trinity College and the is-
sues up for debate are far from life and
death issues. Having the right to have
pets in dorms, for example, is not an
issue that will impassion the student
body. Furthermore, the college provides
us with a large degree of freedom and
rarely significantly impinges on it. The
R.A.'s do notpolice the halls as they do at
other schools, nor are we forced to go to
our classes as we were in high school.
Obviously there are limits to what
students should have considerable con-
trol over. One reason is that we lack
many skills to advise the college on nu-
merous issues. Capital investment deci-
sions, for example, require an expansive
knowledge of the college, economics, etc.
Another reason to limit student power is
to protectminorities on campus. I would
be very hesitant to allow students to
writea sexual assaultpolicy, for example.
Would students push for a strong sexual
assault policy, or would they claim that it
is the responsibility of women to protect
themselves? I would be extremely wary
oflettingstudentstodaymakethatchoice.
The college, I would concede, has a justi-
fication to limit our input in certain im-
portant areas.
With that said, why are allowing
the college to control the other areas that
we should rightly govern? Why are we
letting the administration threaten to ban
pets from the dormitories? Why are we
letting them decide our alcohol policy?
Why are we willing to accept their re-
fusal of our honor code? We the students
have to join together, across all bound-
aries and regardless of beliefs, to fight for
the fundamental principle that we must
have the right to control our lives. We
must confront the administration with
our demand for representative student
committees for the wide range of social
issues and a student-faculty committee
empowered to direct academic policy.
The college must become an institution
that encourages us to actively control
our environment so as to prepare us to
become socially-minded and involved
citizens in our free and democratic soci-
ety.
We Aie Spirits In The Material World
BY MIKE HIGGINS
Dialogue Writer
Spirituality is an aspect of human
existence thathaslargelybeenignoredin
the modern era. Dramatic changes in
society and lifestyles have revolution-
ized the manner in which individuals
perceive themselves. People tend no
longer to define themselves in spiritual
terms, rather they define themselves pri-
marily within the context of material or
physical concerns.
Although individuals still focus
tremendous attention upon themselves
and their personal interests, they do riot
truly examine the nature of their lives,
their values, their relationship to human-
ity, or their connection to any greater
force. This last supposition hints at my
understanding of spirituality or of lead-
ing a spiritual life.
A spiritual life entails constant in-
trospection through which one comes to
realize and examine the forces, principles,
and truths that define one's existence.
Yet, this life is not merely contemplative,
for it also involves acting in a manner
consistent with one's understanding of
oneself. Unfortunately, these days few
people have the resolve or the courage to
live in this manner. To the detriment of
humanity, the spiritual life is neglected
or actively opposed by the institutions of
the modern age. •
With our creature comforts, our
conspicuous consumption, and oiir sta-
tus symbols we fool ourselves into faith
in the present. We care not about what
might be but rather what is. We refuse to
contemplate any thing other than our own
precious and petty reality. Not focusing
upon the finite nature of our lives, we
choose to believe that by leading "a bet-
ter life" than our neighbors or our par-
ents we actually have accomplished
something. We do not define ourselves
according to whom we are, but rather
whom we are not.
In trying relentlessly and desper-
ately to "beat the system," and to sepa-
rate ourselves from the masses, we never
perceive the reality of our situation and
never realize its futility. In this manner,
we rarely comprehend the ultimate in-
difference or eternal anonymity of death;
and if we do, it is too late. Our lives are
wasted. We will never have known who
we were or what we really lived for,
Picture two different lives: That of
a privileged, wealthy, executive and that
of a common vagrant. On the surface,
they seem so different. One seems so
much better than the other. Granted,
superficially,onemightexperiencemore
"satisfaction" than the other, but in the
end what does this satisfaction matter?
One has accumulated more wealth, has
more friends, and has "touched" the lives
of more people than the other. These
accomplishments are trivial.
[ Very shortly, these lives, each
seeming so important to the individuals
living them, will be forgotten entirely.
1 These two lives are rendered equally
insignificant when compared to the mass
of humanity that has gone before. It does
not matter what they might have accom-
plished. The brief duration of one's life
and the even shorter memory that might
follow are reduced to mere milliseconds
before the whole of human history.
If it is accepted that life is truly
worthless and futile then some might
respond by living lives of utter hedo-
nism. Some might conclude that the
answer to eternal non-existence and in-
evitable destruction is to make the best
out of the present and to live life to the
fullest. Get the best for yourself and
forget the rest of humanity.
This realization might also lead
others to the quagmire of apathy and
inaction. If all human lives are reduced
to nothing, it certainly does not even
matter what you do while you are alive.
Why then do anything at all? Others
who realize this situation might choose
to ignore it all together. They go merrily
on living life while constantly avoiding
this fundamental problem. They deny
the fact that their lives have no greater
meaning and concern themselves with
trivialities. In this manner their lives
appear to have purpose when in reality
they are empty.
Many who realize the tragic na-
ture of our existence turn to one of these
choices. Indeed, they are viable options,
but it is my belief that spiritualism and
leading a spiritual life allows one to slip
out of this dire situation. If one leads a
life that is spiritual, within the context
suggested earlier, one's life inherently
has meaning. By living in this manner,
an individual becomes aware of the
greater forces that govern his life.
He recognizes the fundamental
principles which order his existence and
lives accordingly. With this understand-
ing, an individual can reconcile his ac-
tions and the actions of others byrela ting
them to the principles which govern his
life. In this manner he can find continu-
ity and understand the course and pro-
gression of his life. Life is, then, signifi-
cant within a given framework and en-
tirely defined within this framework.
From this orientation one can make sense
of one's role with respect to oneself, soci-
ety, and humanity. With a clear under-
standing of his position within a greater
scheme, the individual does not have to
base his existence upon artificialities and
superficialities.
The daily race becomes less impor-
tant. The sting of death is even assuaged,
as the individual can confront non-exist-
ence knowing himself, and knowing that
he lived by certain spiritual principles.
When death comes, his life will, at least,
have been more worthwhile. It might
not necessarily become more significant
when compared with the mass of hu-
manity both present and passed, but its
spiritual quality will make it an existence
that was not irresponsible, or ambiva-
lent, or apathetic, or fraught with self-
delusion. This in itself makes the spiri-
tual life a life worth living. Then again,
who knows? Maybe the spiritual life is
just as artificial as any other. (By the way,
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Forget Domani And...
Forget About George, Ross & Bill; Frank's Still Rurmin'The Country
PVTAV AlfAcro fc nAM cr'Axir »u built. . . . . . J
During the Kennedy administra-
tion, Sinatra introduced JFK to many of
BY T Y K SIE &D N SC NLAN
Senior Editor & Editor-in-Chief
TheChairman of the Board. They
don't call him that for nothin'.
In light of the upcoming presi-
dential elections, we feel it imperative
to reveal to the Trinity community some
news which it might find startling.
BeginningwithDwightD, Eisenhower,
America's most enduring showman has
had connections so close to the presi-
dency that we believe Frank Sinatra
has been in charge of the nation for the
past 35 years. And he's not about to
relinquish any of this power in the near
future.
Just remember this: The person
you vote for on November 3 will sim-
ply be another spokesman, another
puppet if you will, of Mr. Sinatra.
The boy from Hoboken, who
could easily drink even the heartiest
Trinity student under the table, is 77
years old. We found this fact out last
Friday when he came to our dorm room
for drinks. He told us that his typical
day starts around 4 p.m., at which time
he drinks four cups of coffee (black)
and five Bloody Marys. Over the next
few hours he prepares for one of his
nightly gigs at The Sands or Caesar's
Palace, steadily imbibing four glasses
of Scotch (on the rocks) per hour.
Sinatra's "day" ends around 10
a.m., after singing 100 swinging hits
and smoking no less than a carton of
Camels (filterless).
Presidential Connections
The leader of the "Rat Pack" first
met Dwight Eisenhower during World
War II when he was touring with
Tommy Dorsey in Europe. Their friend-
ship endured into the 50's when
Eisenhower was elected president.
In 1955 Sinatra wanted a quick
way to get from Hollywood to Las Ve-
gas, Nev. He called on Ike to help him
out. Ike responded by backing the
Federal Highway Transportation Act
of 1956. Few people realize that such a
landmark piece of legislation was
passed at the bidding of Mr. Sinatra.
Incidentally, Sinatra's connections to
many large New Jersey construction
firms facilitated the record-breaking
time with which the highways were
his influential "businessmen" friends.
There was seldom a state dinner atwhich
Sinatra and these "businessmen" were
not present.
Just prior to the Cuban Missile
Crisis of 1962, when President Kennedy
could very well have started World War
III, he checked with Mr. Sinatra first.
Frank loves a good cigar every now
and then, so President Kennedy wanted
to make certain that Sinatra had enough
"Cubans" to last him through what could
have potentially put a crimp in the world's
tobacco industry.
When his career was waning in the
late 50's, Sinatra established himself on
the big screen with
a stunning perfor-
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But they do not
know that the fa-
mous tapes were actually recorded-over
bootlegs of Sinatra's concerts at The
Sands.
Sinatra's connections with Presi-
dents Ford and Carter were character-
ized by the passage of yet more highway
legislation.
And then the Reagan Years. In his
album Sinatra: A Man and His Music Ole
Blue Eyes says that there have been "a
preponderance of Nancys in my life."
First Lady Nancy Reagan is arguably the
most prominent of these.
Even in Kitty Kelly's biography of
Nancy Reagan, the author claims that
during the 80's, the First Lady and Frank
Sinatra had many romantic encounters
in the White House.
These encounters often took place
only a few doors down from the Oval
Office, where a sleepy Commander-In-
Chief was unaware of the First Lady's
activities.
Sinatra was responsible for "jazz-
ing up" the White House when he paid
for every room in the building to be
wired for high fidelity, stereo sound.
Sinatra also had the portrait of George
Washington in the East Roon replaced
by a large velvet painting of himself.
Of course, many believe like we
do that Mr. Sinatra is theirae father of
our country. And to this day, highway
legislation continues to be passed un-
der Sinatra's influence. Washington,
D.C. is actually run from a hotel suite in
Las Vegas, Nev., the real capital of the
U.S.
In their dormitory room, "student leaders" Akasie and Scanlan enjoy a
few drinks with Mr. Francis "Frank" Sinatra. America's favorite
entertainer was on his way to a show in Atlantic City that evening when
he stopped for a brief moment at Trinity to see his two friends. Here






World & Nation Editor
As the election grows closer, I be-
gin to become worried and scared for the
American people. The President of the
United States is the most important job in
the world! It has enormous responsibili-
ties in the domestic and international
arena. I believe people will ultimately
choose the man they have the most con-
fidence and trust in to secure their lives
and futures. What scares me is Governor
Bill Clinton.
Clinton has yet to show the Ameri-
can people that his judgment and con-
duct is right for them. Yes, Bush has
done some negative campaigning, but so
has Mr. Clinton. However, Bush has
proven himself impeccably. He has been
outstanding with his diplomatic skills,
especially in forming the most impres-
sive coalition ever in the Gulf War.
The American people know Bush
has great diplomatic skills. However,
Clinton has yet to prove himself because
he has just used poor campaigning to call
Bush "gutless and desperate." George
Bush has earned the trust of the world
leaders and proven that he is honest.
Clinton has been unable to do this.
Moreover, Clinton has also dissat-
isfied me with his economic policy. Yes,
Bush has done very little, but he has not
proposed a poor plan. Clinton's policy is
m LeadUS.
based on Europe's pro-big business eco-
nomic plan. Small businesses have done
the best in this awful recession. How-
ever, Clinton is going to punish them
now!
Clinton plans on having a seven to
nine percent payroll tax and a 1.5% job
training tax which means that he is try-
ing to punish small businesses especially
the ones without job training. In other
words, the Democrats have said, "Run
your business the way we want you to, or
we will tax you." Is that the American
way? Clinton is just going to run small
businesses, which are the crux of the
American way of life, into the ground.
Clinton's military goals are to cut
the army, but only by four percent more
than President Bush. Yet, he wants to use
more of the Pentagon money to help
American military industries make the
transition.
Even with this aid, one million
more military jobs would be lost. There
isnowaythathewillhaveenoughmoney
to carry out these cuts. This is why
Bush's plan is so much more appealing,
plus we all know that we will be safer
under Bush's plan.
Let's continue with a man who is
trustful, and has a better economic plan
for America, and let him lead us into the
twenty-first century. George Bush has
not been the best President, but he is the
best candidate.
Maybe Ross Was Right After All
BY FREDERICK FALKSON
WPM& Nation Writer -. > • ' • . ,
RossPerOt recently touched uponamajorpfoblem in Washington: the large
influence of foreign, lobbyists in the establishment of U.S. public policy. Perot) in
one of his'half hour "iniornerdals", announced a long list of individuals now
presently working for the government who have also served foreign interests.'
There are also literally hundreds of, ex-government officials who have been
recruited by foreign lobbying groups for their connections and knowledge of
inside information. This results in a system which is of len manipulated by these
lobbies and does not serve the national interest,
What has developed in Washington is Sailed the "revolving door of corrup-
tion" by many political insiders. Public servants, whether they be ex-members of
congress, Presidential advisors, etc, are entering international lobbying organiza-
tions, The high wages offered are particularly attrac tive to these individuals. Often
the revolving door swings a full 360degrees, with individuals alternating between
public service and foreign lobbying.
If a government official is expecting a jjob with a foreign country, how is he
to objectively carry out his job? If, for instance, a trade representative had to rule
against Canada in a trade dispute, wouldhe do so considering he had a six figure
salary waiting for him? There are hundreds of iheseofficMswliO will be recruited
by foreign interests or who have worked for foreign countries and companies in
the past Por instance, Carla Hills, America's lop trade representative,, has had
past dealings with Korean, Japanese, and Canadian corporations. These axe the
same companies she has to rule against in charges of unfair trade!
• Foreign countries and iheir companies are spending millions of dollars on
lobbying efforts. Japan alone spends $400 million a year. Most of this money is
spent on recruiting ex-high level officials and other members of governments
These are men and women withexcelfeatreputations and an intricate knowledge
of how Washington wotks. Their object is to change public policy ift thtit own
interests, not one that necessarily helps the United States.
The most infamous case of foreign lobbying was done by Toshiba of Japan.
It was discovered that Toshiba had sold the U.S.S.R critical technology to make
their submarines virtually silent. Russian, submarines were how virtually unde-
please turn tc page 1$ . . . , , „ " ,
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World & Nation Writer
A modest proposal for winning
the was on poverty and homelessness in
America.
It is high time that drastic mea-
sures be taken to rid ourselves of the
impoverished and homeless. These
worthless sloths through their own fault
and laziness are lowering our country
into the cesspool that is their rightful
home. We can no longer tolerate the
inconveniences of avoiding them on our
city streets and parting with our spare
change when they shamelessly beg. We,
as law abiding and hard working citi-
zens, cannot allow these sub-humans to
continue to milk money from our federal
government. We, as the vanguard of all
that is good and decent in this country,
must make a concerted effort to purge
ourselves of those who wish to threaten
the common good. These people are not
victims of circumstance; they are
unmoti va ted good fornothings who have
revoked their privileges as Americans.
They shall receive no sympathy.
With this in mind, my colleagues
and I have developed a plan for the abo-
lition of poverty and homelessness.
Prominent politicians often speak
about the so called waronpoverry thatis
currently being waged. A war usually
entails the use of soldiers, artillery, and
so forth. This war is totally devoid of all
military service. It is a war being fought
without the use of any military technol-
ogy-
Our nationbeing the pre-eminent.
world military power should be able to
dispense of internal and external, inter-
national foes. After months of research
and investigation, my colleagues and I
have concluded that all human beings in
our country who are either without
homes or are on welfare, contribute noth-
ing to society and should be disposed of.
Therefore, two of my associates, General
Colin Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf,
and I have devised a swift military offen-
sive that will annihilate the enemies
within.
^^*^Operation Ufbartjtorm" will in-
These "people" are not vic-
tims of circumstance, they
are unmotivated good-for-
nothings who have revoked
their privledges as Ameri-
cans. They shall receive no
sympathy.
volve the utilization of a combined air
and ground assault reminiscent of the
Gulf War. The use of smart bombs and
chemical weapons has not been ruled
out. Although our plan is still in its
incipient phases, we feel that it is the only
viable solution to the grave problems
previously mentioned. The logistical
aspects are currently being worked out
day and night. The offensive should be
operational in about six months. We
humbly submit this proposition to you,
the valuable members of society, for your
approval.




The icason the i.ampai^ii of Ross I'trol hn« gathered so much support is
because his candidac;, artshkca<iLeainvdl\e. HeiiiheU>ol with which many voters
will voice iheir dissaliafaruVn with Washington, with the other two candidates,
with Ihc ecoinnw. with theirlvalth bcnclits, with criirn: prevention, with... well.'
you gi:t Ihe picture
^ou see, e\cry democracj need* a ROSS I'erol (read slenm valve). The
suppoi t nf ihcodd man is direclH propnttion.il to the dissatisfaction thuoU tor.He
frt'It, a la Jenv Brown. In the Uumomlic New Rimpshiie primanes he wns the
anointaiuni! (anointed b\ theoK-lor,Ueorbyhim-,Hfnoonc- is \ el quite Mire), 'lhcj
New \ ork Time", said that Ferry Brown';, Mrong showing in Connecticut was due'
largely In uneasiness about Governor Clinton
If a democracy or giH rrnment comes, as Hew? Perot said, ''at the people and:
not from the people", then you're ftuinp lo have a i-onsliluenry mote rattled than
a snake in a ttyer (Ror,<s never daid that part but it sounds like he would)1
SonowweturntoUK>kalomownponlkalhonzonsherealTrmily. PatWesL
played Ross Perot's part in last springs election*. Pal loslby only one vole. That
say* a lot about the dissatisfaction on campus. Pal was a good candidate because
he stood up and said what e\ eryone was thinking, namely, 'what Ihp hell is going
en around heic.?'
If a democracy or government comes, as Ross Perot said, "at
the people and not from the people," then you 're going to
•liave a constituency more rattled than a snake in a dryer.
Nate MarinoH in a letter lo the editor last week was expressing hji dissatis-
faction with much at Trinity Ho said tru*l students wishes ate largely irrelevant
using as proof the example of our "allegedly representative student government".
Well, frankly, 1 don't see Nate's name of the S.C.A. roster That certainly
dofbn'tpredude him from complaining, and I don't know his particular situation,
but how can he gauge S.G, A.'s representative capabilities when he has not been to
one meeting 1 can remember? My point is noL to argue with Nate, il is simply to jwy
thei e at Trinity we do not need a Ross Perot (read steam valve again).
The reason is> becauw you can call me up [ox anyone on S.GA's steering
Board) get your name on the agenda and then march down to S.G.A. anytime you '•
would like and voice your opinion. We i an all art Uke our own steam valve. Yet!
constantly Ihearofpeoplewhohavelegiiimatcproblernswithcampuiwhoscream
i at me and ask why I'm not doinganylhing. Hey, guess what, you can do stuff also.
It all anyone on Steering Board, get your jiarm; on Iho agenda and come down to
jHatnbft at/: I5*nd scream. Thatiswhy weexist.. for you.
World & Nation Writer
I have been in America almost two months now and I have come to the
conclusion that your elections are simply more fun than ours. We had a General
Election in Britain last April and Prime Minister John Major did not tell the Labour
leader, Neil Kinnock, to 'lighten up' on national television. They don't even meet
during the weeks prior to the election, and they are all boringly polite. I think our
politicans are generally duller than yours. They can't really invade countries, or at
least if they did no one would probably notice. And they can all spell potato.
Admittedly, John Major's father used to be a trapeze artist in a circus, but this man
still has all the charisma of a single-celled organism. No one plots to assassinate John
Major, they just occasionally throw eggs at him.
Vice-presidential candidate Admiral Stockdale would not be out of place in
the British political system. He would fit perfectly into the House of Lords - our upper
legislative chamber - where having a hearing aid is virtually a prerequisite, prefer-
ably one that doesn't work very well. Stockdale would be a political animal in this
environment, where people doze quietly as the discussions take place, and you can
see them slumped in theii seats on television.
I think our basic problem is that our Prime Ministers aren't really meant to be
leaders of the nation in the same way presidents are. The idea of personal leadership
is very much deemphasised and they're really only meant to be leaders of the cabinet,
who make the important decisions collectively. We have no inauguration, our prime
minsters just order the removal company, and ship their furniture into 10 Downing
Admiral Stockdale would not be out of place in the British
political system. He would fit perfectly into the House of
Lords where having a hearing aid is a prerequisite, preferably
one that doesn't work very well.
Street when they've won an election, usually the next day.
I have a theory that British people should get to vote for the American
president: That way we get to see the debates and all the television commercials and,
let's face it, the foreign policy of the American president is basically our foreign
policy. British newspapers joke that John Major calls the White House to ask what he
should think about a particular international situation and Bush says "John who?"
The person who gets to be prime minister in Britain is basically the person who has
the best relationship with the White House switchboard operator.
If we did get to vote one thing we probably wouldn't get used to is all the slick
media campaigning that goes on here. Although it was argued right-wing newspa-
pers helped the Conservative party to retain power in April, our media generally
seems to be more "low-key." Maybe we simply are as a nation. People just don't really
wear "Major" baseball caps and jump up and down at the Conservative party
convention. Perhaps it's because the United States is so big that your media has so
much influence: Britain is so small you can virtually stand on a hill with a megaphone
.ind shout poll results across the country. >
Our political television commercials during a campaign make Ross Perot's
half-hour informational programmes look thrilling in comparison. Our "party
political broadcasts", as they are called, are often someone speaking very slowly
behind a desk and the only real action takes place when they clasp or unclasp their
hands. None of these fast - edited, attention - grabbing professional looking things
that I've seen sandwiched between commercials for 'Bounty select-a-sLze' and the
Pillsbury dough person.
I'm finding myself gettingmore excited about your campaign than I was about
my own. I went to see Clinton at the beginning of the semester with the College
Democrats, and I was getting really caught up in the atmosphere. Even though I did
feel a little dumb being the only person in a crowd of five thousand who couldn't
actually vote for the guy.
Having said all this, one thing I don't understand is that 80% of us in Britain
regularly vote for our gray suits in elections, Whereas you get all the fun stuff, but
only about 50% of Americans turned out in 1988. If you don't want your vote, can I
have it?
Garment Care Cleaners
"Care" is our last name
Offers to Faculty and Students
20% Discount
On all Dry Cleaning, Tailoring, and
Laundry Services
(Just let our clerks knowyou are from Trinity)
Regular Discounted
Laundered Shirts $1.25 $1.00
Sweaters-Dry Cleaned $3.95 $3.15
Pants-Dry Cleaned $3.95 $3.15
Wash/Dry/Fold laundry service $.80 $.65
Hem Slkcks $6.50 ....... $5.85
Same Day Service Available
eaners
20 years of reliable service
Three convenient locations: 347 Washington Street,
1788 Broad Street, and 430 New Britain A
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Bulletin: George Bush is right. This
election is about character.
And that's why I'm working for
Bill Clinton. Because the character ques-
tion is not about the Vietnam War draft,
or trips to Moscow. Although, those
desperate attacks do raise some interest-
ing questions about the character of the
attacker. The question here is a matter of
political character.
By now, you've heard the feeble
and panicky Republican response to the
popularity of the Governor of Arkansas:
he waffles. He tries to be all things to all
people. He flip-flops. And on and on, ad
nauseum, from a shrill George Bush, or an
amusingly juvenile Dan Quayle. They
insult the state of Arkansas consistently,
in the snide
and the Jesse Helms' access to the White
House. Now Bush snivels to those same
right-wing extremists (social and eco-
nomic) he once tried to fight.
Bill Clinton has fought for welfare
reform, for education reform, for a
woman's right to choose. He has consis-
tently fought special interests like the
powerful Arkansas Teachers Union,
whichhad the backing of the elephantine
NEA. He has fought those in his own
party who criticized him, people like
Mario Cuomo and Jesse Jackson. He has
battled constantly to moderate the Demo-
cratic Party, leading groups like the
Democratic Leadership Council.
Back in 1979, both Bush and Clinton
could safely be called moderates. But for
twelve years, Bill Clinton fought, and
George Bush only followed. "I'll do any-
thing to win the election," he said last
February.
tone of the ...George Bush was a moderate Repub-
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dedication to the basic public policy ques-
tions that bedevil this country, issues in
which George Bush has shown all the
interest of a disdainful aristocrat regard-
ing the concerns of the masses: not for me,
thanks. I'll stick to tennis. They say that Bill
Clinton is a bland, popidist liberal trying
to appeal to the masses by putting on a
moderate mask.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. For twelve years, Bill Clinton has
been fighting for the same things he talks
about in his stump speechesnow. Twelve
years ago, George Bush called supply-
side economics "voodoo economics." In
1979, George and Barbara Bush were
dues-paying members of Planned Par-
enthood. Once upon a time, George Bush
was a moderate Republican, before Ro-
nald Reagan gave the Pat Robertsons
competed for the title of scariest speaker,
knew who George Bush was bowing to.
And once again, George Bush has re-
sorted to attack ads and silly accusations,
rather than actually discussing the things
that need to be discussed.
As Bill Clinton stands at the fore-
front of a new movement, a revivified
Democratic Party that he helped to mold
and shape^he speaks of reform, of a need
to realize a new American place in the
global marketplace. He's talking about
issues.
Clinton is using the spotlight not
to get elected but to build a mandate for
the things he wants to do after he's elected;
even when it might hurt him politically.
That's leadership. That's Presidential
material. And, my friends, that's charac-
ter.
A HUGE SELECTION OF NEW & USED CDS
THE LATEST IMPORT! INDEPENDENT/ RE-ISSUED
RELEASES-TECHNO-HARDCORE-GRIND
REGGAE -BLUES -FOLK & THAT EVER
ELUSIVE GOOD OLD ROCKNROLL,
AS WELL AS IOOOS OF TITLES IN OUR NEW
SCIENCE FICTION BOOK SELECTION-
ECK IT OUT!
RDBREAKER
Thankfully, The Campaign Is
Almost Over
by Paul Sullivan
The easiest way to describe this year's Presidential campaign is to say that
t has been farcical. Somehow character became the main issue this year; even
though, America is mired in intransigence and locked in the throes of an economic
recession.
The deviation from the issues varies with each candidate: Bush knows he
has led this country into one of the longest and worst recessions ever, so he must
compensate by centering his campaign around half-truths. Clinton is forced to
fend off the onslaught of pernicious character attacks, past choices, "waffling",
and even his wife; consequently it has been difficult for him to clearly elucidate his
message like he would have wanted to. This leaves us to the rough riding,
contumacious outsider, Ross Perot, who has been able to talk extensively on his
economic plan since everyone is afraid to attack him personally, and all wait like
a pediphile with candy, trying to lure Perot supporters into their camps.
Thankfully the election campaign is winding down, and barring any
unforeseen revelations we might actually get a change of leadership. But the
important question is, what will that leadership do to help this country? Since the
debates focused on such myriad issues, maybe they can help us understand the
political climate that will exist when our next President enters the Oval Office.
Perot, he is neither a demagogue or a visionary, but he hopes to focus almost
parochially on America's greatest problem, the economy. Perhaps Admiral
Stockdale,his Vice-President, saiditbest, "Who am I? Why am I here?" He then
went on to say that the only true issue that should be discussed is the anemic
economy, and without pandering to any interests groups took firm, almost
libertarian, stands on such issues as the environment and abortion (which he said
should not be a woman's choice, and not a political issue). But Perot, the
consummate non-candidate, has made some very insightful comments on issues
other than the economy.
The issue of racial tensions brought out some fine points from Perot. He
began by saying that diversity is America's strength and that the.candidates
should not try to force a schism by pandering to individual groups. "Our diversity
is our strength; we've turned it into a weakness." Clinton also made some wise
statements about racial cohesion being the only way to our nation's future. This
left Bush who had to chose his words carefully since he was responsible for
allowing the religious right to preach hate at the Republican National Convention.
Moreover, his four years in office should have given him copious examples of
reform, but instead it left him with only platitudes and feeble assertions that he has
used the White House to fight against discrimination.
One can see that Bush's emphasis on such insignificant and virtually
uncontrollable instances as family cohesion would all but preclude any real
advancement on an issue as divisive as race relations. Moreover, his pathetic
handling of the Los Angeles riots, where he strolled through the streets whistling
the love song from West Side Story, shows that he has no true concept of reform.
It seems that he would much rather focus on such issues as trust while he used one
of his 36 vetoes on a Family and Medical Leave Act. Furthermore, the other two
candidates' childhoods give them a firmer commitment to the family. Clinton was
raised by his grand father (his father died before he was born), and Perot grew up
in a racially tolerant home in the unbelievably segregated South.
Unfortunately, Bush could not stop .contradicting himself in the three
debates that wrapped up the political season. Somehow, he was unable to refrain
from attacking Clinton's military record, and said," [Clinton] organized demon-
strations, when young ghetto kids had been drafted and were dying." Luckily,
Perot defended Clinton by saying that, "I consider it a real waste of time tonight
when you consider the issues that face our country right now." It is clear that Bush
has only focused on trust and a youthful indiscretion because he realized that his
feckless leadership and Iran-Contra malfeasance would completely ruin him.
Albeit, such pablum not only leaves me with a bad taste in my mouth, but
it also makes me wonder where this country is headed. No matter who wins, it
should be' his goal to change; not meaningless change where a few cabinet
members are shuffled around, but a serious and concerted effort that will involve
taking risks in order to have the potential to reap great rewards. The media focuses
on the candidates traipses across the country, but neglects to tell us the issues that
were raised and discussed. The people should not have to dig around to find out
what each candidate stands for; it should be unmistakably clear, The utmost
concern should be to avoid pandering to those who tote such reactionary signs as,
"God's Rights, Not Gay Rights." But if nothing else, the jumbled jargon of the
country points to the fact that the real issues don't matter, and as long as Americans
have this propensity to relish sleaze this will continue. It has become imperative
for future campaigns to listen to people like Governor Clinton who said, "They:
the people] don't want us talking about each other, they want us to talk about the
problems of the country,"
Petot Right On Political Interference
continued from page 13.
tectable to American sensors. Congress was incensed and recommended a ban on
Toshiba goods, as well as payment for the damage to American national security.
Both the Senate and the House voted to enforce these sanctions.
Instead of accepting the punishment, Toshiba spent nearly $20 million on
lobbying efforts. Ex-high level officials and high-priced lobbyists were recruited to
argue Toshiba's case. The current sanctions were racist and would threaten future
Japanese-American relations they claimed. Furthermore, the jobs of Americans who
worked for Toshiba were in jeopardy if the sanctions fell through. Under this kind of
pressure, Toshiba was virtually let off the hook by Congress.
One Dutch journalist, after observing the way Washington worked, remarked
"a big part of the problem is that Americans can be bought so easily." Ross Perot is
right, its time to stop the "revolving door" and the influence foreign lobbyists have
in shaping public policy. :
2453 BERLIN TNPK. NEW1NGTQN CT 06111
( 203 ) 666-0696
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and the devil are at play in my
present academic life, and the roots
of all this evil grows from the con-
clusion of our beloved open period.
At this point, I sure could use
another open period, but then I say
to myself "You never know what
you have until you've lost it" so
why have it in the firstplace? Open
period could have been a golden
age for my semester in which to
accomplish huge amounts of work.
However the only purposes
it served was to allow me to sharpen
my felicitations, and increase my
educational debt, which I am afraid
is in dire need of funding.
Open Period also created the
perception that students and fac-
ulty alike were behind in their
schedules; although this perception
may be well founded for half of the
afforementioned. To diffuse this
potentially destructive situation,
professors simply assignmore work
to clear their consciences.
The self opinion of the stu-
dents further decreases as the
amount of work they aren't doing
increases. I'll let you in on a secre
If ignorance of work is a 'quality'
you may as well be good at it. Sc
when I have to ignore work, I maj
as well ignore a lot of work. Every-
one has their own area of expertise
Moving on, there are othei
elements aligned against me in this
universe at this particular junction
I am working on a term paper, but
none of the books that I need are
here at Trinity. They are all a
Wesleyan, which makes me believi
that the CTW Consortium should
be renamed the Wesleyan Library.
Also, sunspots are rampant and my
astrological sign is aligning with
Mars.
To add to that, 'Cheers' is rap-
ping it up for good, and there aren'
that many good shows out there. I
am still angry that the Pirates lost to
the Braves. And what about Coun
Chockula? Am I supposed to be
afraid of this guy?
Regardless, I am very excited
because the American gdvernmen
just informed me that I have an
extra hour to catch up on my work
that I should have done over Open
Period, but then again, why do to-
morrow what you can put off until
the next day.
Young SWM seeks older rich SWM that I can hero-worship.
Must like to dress up in exotic and dayglo clothing. If you've
got the black leather cape, I've got the crime. Must also enjoy
imitating animals.
Call Robin in Gotham. PL5-6969
Elderly man of the cloth wishes to meet any church-going
female made of iron or stone. Must enjoy long nights in one
position. By this point, I am not choosy.
All applicants can find me standing in the middle of the
Trinity Quad.
SWF in late teens seeks a Frat SWM. I find fraternities so
stimulating that I will take anything that I can get. If you
smell like fraternity floor, dance in beer sludge, and wear the





















































































































110 One of the
Flynns


























































































57 Of the eye












































































• G ian l s •
Tickets are on sale in Mather Lobby
thisweek
$5.00 with Trinity ID, limit 1 per student
Guest tickets $12.00
Doors open at 8:15.
Show begins at 9sQQ.
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the wholesome family cartoon by
Preston!! Preston, get off that ant hill! Hon, we're
going to have to buy Huggies from now on — that's
just not good for him.
Top Eleven Rejected Social
Alternatives
Page 17
1 Come Get Drunk With S.G A.
2. "Rescue 2222"—Security Guards tell their
stories.
3. The Dean Winer/ Dan Lloyd comedy hour
4 TCAG BIG hair night
5. Saturday Night Lecture series: When
eating potatoes is 3 too many and 1 too few?
6. Tom Gerety sings the songs of Julio
Iglesias in the Bistro with the last descendant
of the Koeppel family.
7. Polka lessons with Noam Chomsky
8. library hopping
9. Thef Ttess like A Trinity Student" party
with milk and cookies provided by the Cave,
10. Saturday night movie in the Washington
mom: "Underwater Dante, with Jacques
Cousteau."
U. Cave Patio arctic weather square dance.
Contributing Writers: Nathan, Dave, Peter North, and Isaac the Bartender
The First Results In The Marriott Burger Battle

















































Mark Fanione • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed — — -
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
COMPLETE AUTO GLASS COVERAGE
WITH DIRECT INSURANCT_BILLING!
Answers to Super Crossword
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Editors Attend Funky Concert By Legendary Tazz Musician...
Groovin' With Graver Washington, Jt
JOHNVIENER
Features Editor and Funk Monger
Last Friday night; I had the experi-
ence of attending a Grover Washington
Jr. concert. Eli Lake, Dialogue editor and
funky-crazed Mistadobalina listener, and
I entered as Grover moved towards the
stage. We missed the first act/but, to be
honest, I wasn't that disappointed. I was
there to see Grover.
Jon Hendricks taught me several
things when I interviewed him. The one
that pertains to this particular article is
that a music review should not be a per-
sonal opinion, but a description of one's
observances.
Instead of telling the reader what
you thought, it is most important to tell
the reader what the audience thought. So
I will attempt to give justice to Giover in
describing how he was received by the
packed Connecticut audience in "The
Sting,'
The band consisted of Grover, a
bassist, a guitarist, two keyboardists, a
drummer, and a percussionist. Grover
started on alto saxophone, but he con-
tinually switched to soprano and tenor,
sometimes in the middle of songs. Be-
cause he didn't always make clear what
songs had just been played, I am unable
to give the song-by-song review, but that
would be futile and uninteresting any-
way.
To set the scene, the entire place
was packed, and Eli and I had to stand.
There were tables arranged throughout,
but we managed to secure a place to
stand directly opposite the stage. The
sides of the building were crowded with
people standing and swaying to the
music.
After a medium tempo first song
and then a slower second one, Grover
brought the audience out with a fast-
paced third song. People stood at the end
to applaud, and throughout the song,
clapping hands and hoots and hollers
could be heard and seen everywhere. At
this point, Grover had the audience right
where he wanted it.
He kept saying, "Save your
strength, brothers. You're going to need
it." When the audience gave him the
train straight to heaven. At this point, I
gave myself and my pretentions up to
Grover and his travelling minstrels.
They played some new music,
some jazz influenced and others had an
island feel. The band left the stage after
about and hour and ten minutes, but
they came back for a ten minute version
of "Mr. Magic." I don't know if that was
the song, but the aficianado next to me
said that it was.
The show was a great success for
the audience and the musicians alike.
However, there are certain factors that I
should point out. First, Eli and I were
probably the youngest people in there by
about ten to fifteen years. Secondly, there
He kept saying, "Save your strength, brothers. You're
going to need it." When the audience gave him the occasional
standing ovation, his response was to tell us that we were
'party animals.' (I think he was talking primarily about Eli
and some other guy in the front row.)
occasional standing ovation, his response
was to tell us that we were 'party ani-
mals.' (I think he was talking primarily
about Eli and some other guy in the front
row.)
He played a medley of older songs,
from which he gained his stardom, This
was a crowd-pleaser that even had me
singing along with songs I had never
heard before. However, when the band
broke out into "Just The Two Of Us", I
thought I had died and gone on the A-
was a great deal of alcohol consumption
going on. Thirdly, I was not that familiar
with Grover's work to make an accurate
assessment of his playing and the play-
ing of his band.
Eli and I were familiar with a jazz
album that Grover put out recently that
had numerous standards. We thought
that there would be some jazz to be had,
but instead, Grover was playing like
Kenny G meets Cannonball Adderley.
What we received was not com-
plex, and Eli and I found the music to be
a 'unique strain of smoked Norwegian
Gouda.' Even though I didn't necessar-
ily get thoroughly impressed by the
musicians, I had a very good time once I
let myself go. My excitement and enjoy-
ment was partially a function of the en-
thusiastic crowd.
Eli thought that the bass solo on
the second to last song was excellent, but
the brilliant playing was demeaned by
the dancing and the abundance of cheese.
He thought that he was going to a jazz
show, but he recieved a cross of funk,
fusion, and commercial gloss. Eli men-
tioned that Arsenio Hall called and wants
his band back. "The concert was to jazz
as Regis Philbin is to comedy."
The night ended at about 1 A.M.,
and I was decidedly happy that I had
attended. This concert, though the musi-
cians were dressed in outfits that would
make the Village People jealous, was an
experience unto itself. I realized that one
has to appreciate different types music
for what they are worth. Not all music
can be good jazz, but then again, most
people agree that there is only one God.
(This has nothing to do with my
article, but while I was writing this, I was
listening to Peter Gabriel's new album.
Rolling Stone gave this album 3 stars.
Now that is fine if that is comparing it
with "Mingus Ah Um", but if you give
"Use Your Illusion" 5 stars, don't insult
the music world and the human race by
degrading real musicians.)
ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's FasdnatSng Question Is...
What's Your Favorite Television Show, And Why?
Jollis '96: TheSimpsmsi
Homer reminds me of nty dad.
Nathan StoweU '94 r The Heights'
because the music is super.
Professor Futeo: MacNeit/ Lehrer:
Brian n» '94; Cheets, It
takes place in the greatest city In
thewMfid
Photos
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Hero Saves The Day For Some, But Not Others
A Movie Review By Chris Rau and Dana Meachen
DANA:
I am personally getting tired of the same old movies redone over and over
again. When a movie can easily fit into an already-established category, it can't
help but be somewhat predictable. But with Hero, we did not know what to expect
and decided to see it for this very reason. You can't do that with too many movies
these days. And I was pleased—because Hero was new, original, and totally
unpredictable.
There was a great cast. Dustin Hoffman plays Bernie LaPlante, a down-
trodden man who sells stolen goods to make extra money. He is quite a pessimist
on life, divorced from his wife, but hopes that in the midst of all his screw-ups he
canbe abeneficial role model for his son. This unlikely character saves Gale Galey,
played by Geena Davis, a. typical reporter who has long been in search of the
inspirational story of her career, off a burning plane, along with fifty-four other
victims. Unable to recall exactly who saved her, she initiates the search for the
"Angel of Flight 104." A homeless man, John Bubber, played by Andy Garcia,
takes the million dollar reward, and the glory as the hero away from Bernie
LaPlante.
The.story was extremely well written with unique characters in unique
situations. I mean, how many movies could pull off having a man steal his
lawyer's wallet in the middle of a courtroom while he pleads to the judge for his
innocence? That's good writing. The film was filled with many of these clever
portrayals of authentic characters. And they were all likable, even though they
were criminals, cut-throat reporters, or pretending to be something they weren't.
The basic premise of the movie is to incite the audience to question who
really is the hero—the suave, well-spoken, John Bubber, who spreads the message
of good-will to everyone, or Bernie LaPlante, abumbling, humble father who isn't
the type for media attention. The dialogue between characters is great and really
believable. At jfimes the plot got a little sappy, but withirt the context of this film,
the sappiness worked and only made the characters more likable and realistic.
After all, is it really that hard to believe that a man would have such a strong desire
to be a hero for his son?
The news-like quality of the film kept it going, although, my only complaint
was that the first half was a little slow. But once the real conflicts started, my
attention was hooked. So, I give Hero three Hershey Bars for being the first original
film I've seen in a long time. I left this movie feeling like I could go out and be a
hero myself. •
CHRIS:
I just don't know what to say about this movie. It was good; it was not so
good. I was bored; I was really enjoying it. I want to be able to tell all of you go
see it or definitely stay away, but I can't figure it out. When I left the movie, I was
in a good mood, I did not feel like I had wasted a couple of hours, but when people
asked me about Hero, I found myself with little to say.
As Dana said, the plot was different, which was good. But the movie was
also very slow. I felt like it was hovering on the edge of a completely ridiculous
story with no point whatsoever, but it just never fell off that edge. I suppose I can
almost call this movie frustrating, which is not the most complimentary thing to
say. I really wanted during parts of the movie to just give up, but the movie kept
drawing me back in. '
I have come to the conclusion that the actors themselves kept me involved
in the movie. I have seen many, many movies, and have often wondered what
exactly a good acting performance was. Where could the line be drawn between
a great script, great music, great scenery, and just plain good acting. I think this
movie has found it. The plot was different, but not really that exciting; there was
almost no music, and the scenery was average at best. But the actors were great.
Andy Garcia did a great job, easily as good as his roles inGodfather 111, and The
Untouchables. Dustin Hoffman just may be the best actor in Hollywood. He does
not have the good looks or the powerful presence, but when he is acting you
believe his character. In Hero, Hoffman plays a real jerk, but you begin to see the
character on so many levels that you begin to like him, and it's all due lo pure
acting ability. Even Geena Davis, who is not my favorite actress, did a great job
as the hard nosed reporter with an edge.
Notonlywerealltheactorsandactressesgreatbuttheyworkwelllogether.
The three main characters interact smoothly, and some excellent small perfor-
mances including that of Joan Cusak and Chevy Chase, fill in perfectly. But
unfortunately, I would have to say that I have come to the conclusion that I am
a pretty shallow movie watcher. I loved the performances, and tried to Jike the
movie, but the amusement faded quickly. I don't know if I would rent this movie
when it comes out on video, I think I need a little bit more plot. If you love acting
for the sake of acting go see Hero, I think you'll enjoy it. If you are looking for a
fast, fun movie on a Friday or Saturday night, I think you should look elsewhere
I give the movie two and a half Hershey Bars, but I'll be shaking my head about
this one for quite awhile.
Airer Dark Plays Hamlin
BY_C H K I* ̂ A L E N U M E
\lt< U'lll.T
On Friday, October 23, the After
Pmk ii i.ijwella group gave an enthusias-
tic peiJnrmance in Hamlin Hall. The
went, v, oil attended by the Trinity com-
munilv, v\as opened by the Wellesley
Tuepolos a twelve member a cappella
Rmup The Tuepolos, who had obvi-
ously performed as a group on numer-
ous occasions, displayed a mastery over
their performance repertoire. Closing
with "Something to Talk about," and a
rousing hand clapping, -the Tuepolos
turned the show over to After Dark.
After Dark, having only eight
members this semester, put on a surpris-
ingly good, and promising, show. As the
group retains only two of the memmbers
from last semester, the performance was
a departure from the usual After Dark
repertoire, and a notch in the formation
of the new group.
As they sauntered and swaggered
up to the mantle area in Hamlin, the
group opened with the traditional intro-
duction, "Moonshine on the Cornfield."
The wood paneled hall proved to be an
acoustically lively arena, and added a
tional pieces did not possess quite the
same energy and thus were not as suc-
cessful.
"The Weight," accompanied by
Richard Rushmore on the acoustic gui-
tar, seemed as though it could have used
a bit more work to achieve the sense of
harmony that would have been neces-
sary for the instrument to work well
within the context of the group. Al-
though Mike Hewitt led a sentimental
and moving solo during "In Your Eyes,"
the song seemed a bit bumpy at times.
For the finale, Craig Woerz deliv-
ered a fun-loving arrangement of "You
Can Call Me Al." First off, Mike Hewitt
contributed a deft whistling solo.- Then
Woerz, the song leader, bouncing along
with the superb vocal rhythm produced
by the other members, proceeded to
break out his saxaphone. Playing along
with Tassinari's trombone, the two fin-
ished off the song in brass tone. The
result was the nighfs first truly well per-
formed piece to incorporate a musical
instrument.
After the show, Craig Woerz, the
new music director, was enthusiastic
about the challenges that lie ahead.
Woerz said "Since we are a basically new
After Dark, the a cappella group, performed for an
appreciative crowd in Hamlin Hall last Friday night.
SUZANNE FAUENDER
cavernous touch to the piece.
Although the new octet arrange-
ment did produce a novel sound, the
song was firm and together. If there had
been any skepticism about the abilities of
the new group before the show, "Moon-
shine on the Cornfield" washed it away.
Mike Hewitt then led the group
into the familiar "Silhouettes on the
Shade," a new song in their repertoire.
The group demonstrated good diction
and timing as well as a general sense of
cohesiveness : . ' • ' - . . . .
Although the group, appeared
slightly jerky and timid at first, their
confidence and comfort with the mate-
rial increased as the show progressed.
Other well performed songs in-
cluded "Jackie Wilson Said" and "Blue
Moon." Both led by Sam Tassinari, the
songs were ebullient, and delivered with
an entertaining sense of wit. The high-
light of the show was perhaps Mr.
Tassinari's serenade to an unsuspecting
female spectator during "Blue Moon."
Unfortunately, although the
group's experiments with new directions
worked well, the previous and tradi-
group with a novel structure, we are
going to sing what the group wants to
Sing and form a new identity."
Considering the massiv e upheaval
the group has undergone over the course
of the past semester, After Dark had an
impressive performance. Responding to
questions about how the group per-
formed, Woerz said "I think it went well,
I mean as best as it could have gone
considering the quick together we (After
Dark)hadhad. I thought Mike Hewitt's
solo in "In Your Eyes" was one of his, or
anyone's, best. The brand new structure
(eight instead of twelve men) has been a
challenge. Although I thought the group
was suffer than they shouldhave been, I
believe that we can use this performance
as a stepping stone."
The concert was deemed a success
overall, and the audience rewarded the
groups with a hearty round otapplause.
If this "stepping stone" performance is
indicative1 of what's to come from After
Dark in the future, then it should be
rewarding to see the progression of the
group by their next concert in early De-
cember.
Tom Sleigh To Read His
Poetry Friday at Hamlin
Tom Sleigh will read his poetry on Wednesday, October 28, at 8:00 P.M.
in the Faculty Club, at Hamlin Hall.
Tom Sleigh's precise, intensely emotional language "marks him as the
diamond cutter of poetry." Sleigh has authorized two highly acclaimed books
of poetry, After One and Walking, which was chosen by the New York Times
Book Review as one of the ten best books of poetry of 1990-91.
He has been awarded grants from the Guggenheim Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Arts, and the Fine Arts Work Center in
Provincetown. He has published in magazines such as The New Yorker, The
New Republic, Poetry, and others.
Sleigh Teaches atDatmouth College. Admission is free, and there will
be a reception following the reading.
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Apolb 18 Tour Touches Down At Trinity
They Might Be Giants To Play Friday
BY CLIFF FULLER
Managing Editor
They might be two nerdy, normal
guys—one with an affinity for accordi-
ons, one with thick-framed 50's glasses—
both named John. They might be spoof-
ing performance artists—known to use
six-foot high fez caps and seven-foot high
metronomes in their live performances.
Or they might be a highly successful al-
ternative rock band that will be per-
forming at Trinity College this Friday, in
an event sponsored by TCAC
But they definitely are the
groupThey Might Be Giants, a two-man
collaboration comprised of John Linnell
(the accordion officianado) and John
Flansburgh (the one with the glasses).
The band's name, according to Linnell,
derives from "a movie made in the sev-
enties. We wanted a name that was
outward-looking and paranoid." This
year the band has launched their biggest
tour ever to support their fourth album,
Apollo 18.
John and John's distinctive hine-
like vocals and eclectic songwriting tal-
ents mark Apollo 18 as their best effort
yet. Their music is a mixture of quirks,
puns, and cerebral gems (you definitely
wouldn't hear R.E.M. singing about pal-
indromes like in TMBG's "I Palindrome
I"). "Dinner Bell" is a salivating take on
Pavlov's dogs, while "Mammal" is a trib-
ute to "the fox, the ox, giraffe and shrew,
echidna, caribou." They Might Be Gi-
ants' sound on this album borrows more
from music of the 60's and 70% as evi-
denced from their humorous reworking
of "The Lion Sleeps Tonight" called "The
Guitar," and the Moog synthesizer-in-
duced aural atmosphere of "Space Suit."
They Might Be Giants formed in
Brooklyn, New York in 1981. In 1986
their first, self-titled album was produced
under an independent label from
Hoboken, New Jersey (Bar/None
Records). It sold 100,000 copies^ a mod-
est following for an independent record.
Their catchy single "Don't Let's Start"
, • ." ' " * • •' .: -i ' ' •'. g
- - * a . « ' • < . . . • * .
Nick Blum stands proudly before his work, which is currently
on display in the Mather Artspace. Next week's Tripod will
feature an exclusive interview with this exciting, young artist.
SUZANNE
FAUENDER
Cultural Events At Trinity College
Exhibitions:
The Roman Poet Horace at 2000: Editions and Translations, and 'Fake-Discoveries
and Fowle-Overthrows': Indian-European Relations in Northeastern America Before
1S00. Watkinson Library. For Information: 297-2001. '
Paintings by Carroll Dunham. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. For
Information: 297-2001.
Paintings by Nick Blum. Mather Artspace. For Information: 297-2001.
Music: ' "• . : '
Organ Recital by Floyd Higgins, a Trinity College Alumnus. Monday
November 2. Trinity College Chapel. For Information: 297-2001.
Theater:
Musical Theater Review presented by the Department of Music, and directed
by Gerald Moshell. November 5,6, and 7. Goodwin Theater
For Info: 297-2119. '
achieved success due in part to a video
which received heavy rotation on MTV.
Their sophomore album, Lincoln,
was another "indie" and even a larger
success than their first, With songs like
"Ana Ng" and "Purple Toupee," they
made a name for themselves on the col-
lege alternative charts.
Following this success, They Might
Be Giants were signed to a major record-
ing label, Elektra Records, and in 1990
they released their enormously success-
fulandcriticallyacclaimedFZoodLP. The
single "Birdhouse in Your Soul" reached
the pop charts, andFlood sold more than
twice the number of their first two al-
bums combined.
As Apollo 18 skyrockets into suc-
cess, the band's "Don't Tread On the
Cut-Up Snake World Tour 1992" reflects
their musical growth. This tour will be
the first time that They Might Be Giants
enlist the aid of outside musicans, whose
collective resumed include the
Ordinaires, Pere Ubu, Bob Mould and
the Mekons, Prior to this tour, the band
was content with programmed drum
beats and rhythm machines.
They Might Be Giants are also
known for their idiosyncratic and hu-
morous sensibilities. By an act of Con-
gress, 1992 has been dedicated to the
celebration of space as an international
frontier. Thus, John and John have dedi-
cated Apollo 18 to International Space
Year (ISY), and have agreed with NASA
to officially be "Musical Ambassadors
for ISY," All in all, They Might Be Giants
proves to be a stellar musical treat for
Trinity.
They Might Be Giants will be per-
forming in the Washington Room on
Friday, October 30, at 9:00 p.m. The
doors open at 8:30. Tickets are on sale all
this week in Mather Hall during lunch
and dinner for $5 each (one per Trinity
I.D.). The show is closed to the general
public,but Trinity students can purchase
up to three guest tickets for $12 each for
as long as tickets last.
Song For A SenseL.
Jude Narita On Friday
Ms Writer
ex-
aittitung the cultural identity crisis of
the Asian Everywomanin American so-
ciety. This one-womartplay is written
and performed by the multi-talented
-Jude Natita, who fleshes outthe charac-
ter of the Everywomanby evolvMgfive
new characters from her,
, The fiistls a tough Sansei ( t e d
generation Japstnese-Anierican) teen-
ager who rejects her ethnic background
in ocdertoestablishher American iden-
tity. Slowly, withthehelpofhergrand-
father and karate master, she begins to
find pride in. her past and melds It with
thepresenttocreatea brighter future for
herself.
Hie second is a Vietnamese pros-
titute who refuses to deal with the pain
she feels over the deaths of her brothers
and sisters in the war. She feels lucky to
haveher job and talkes pride in her abil-
ity tosendmoney to hetremaining fam-
ily members'.
The third is a young girl amidst
the mtdear horrom at Hiroshima, Her
story is told as a fairy tale, using euphe-
misms such as "LittteBoy" (the AmM-
cafmickname tot the Hiroshima bomb)
to describe the .terrors of nuclear war,
TiiefourthisaRlipinomail-order
bride, delkately butdesperately answer-
ing the questions of an unseen inter-
chance at living "happily ever after" iti
America..
• The fifth character is that of a
Nisei (second-generation Japattese-
-• American) woman imprisoned ina "re-
location camp" during World War It.
She realizes she must find the strength
to combat racismand sexism upfront,
rather than hiding from it as she had
done in the past,
All of these characters help to re-
awaken a cultural awareness in the
Bverywotnan, and she begins to fed
pride in her Asian heritage once again,
this sense of pride in our individual
heritages as part of our overallnational
cultural awareness is what America is
all about,
- "This idea is what gives Nferita's
work such a broad appeal, ft is also
what has won Narita and her play such
stunning praise as: "In an astonishing
solo performance, Jude Narita, a versa-
tile actress and a fearless writer, sheds
an authentic, humorous and deeply
moving light on the dilemma of the-
Asian-American women ("Critics
Choice, LA, Reader)." The play has also
won several awards, including the,Los
Angeles Drama Critics' Circle Award
for creation and performance.
Coming Mo Passion: Song for a
Snnsti will be playing atthe Austin Arts
Center Friday, October 30fh at 8 p.m. I
highly recommend it for anyone inter-
ested in seeing a "sad, shocking, [yetj
side-splirtingly funny (Anita Chang, A.
Magazine)" play. j
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This Is Not An Ait Review: Magritte At The Met
BY MATTHEW SIMPSON
Arts Writer
On the 9th of September, amidst
thefanfarethatalways accompanies these
sorts of events, "Rene Magritte: A Retro-
spective" opened at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. There is inevitably a
kind of circus atmosphere that surrounds
these grand exhibits; and, being Septem-
ber, I went to Manhattan expecting the
usual three ring display. For anyone
who has been to an exhibition of this sort,
the scene is familiar. Throngs of people
moving en mass-r~\ike so many culture
seeking cattle—past dozens of paintings
which, by tomorrow, they will have for-
gotten. Yet there is a strange kind of
"gala"ness to these events which keeps
us from being too upset that the paint-
ings are consumed by the exhibit they
constitute. It was with these mixed ex-
pectations that I went to see the 168 paint-
ings, sculptures, and other works of art
which make up this massive Magritte
retrospective.
I had only been at the exhibit for a
few minutes, however, when I realized
this was not going to be like the other
mega-shows I Had attended. Most obvi-
ously, mere were few enough people,
and the rooms were arranged in such a
way, thatitwas actually possible tostand
at a good viewing distance without hav-
ing ten people between oneself and the
painting. Moreover, this unexpected lack
of fellow humanity made it possible to
look at the works for more than the 4.5
seconds or so that the organizers plan.
These were my first observations on what
would turn out to be a unique and satis-
fying aesthetic experience.
Largely because it was possible to
look long and hard at the paintings, this
exhibit was able to accomplish what all
retrospectives set out to do: .give a full
and cohesive account of an artist's aes-
thetic and intellectual1, development.
Moreover, because of its high degree of
intellectual content, it is difficult to think
of a corpus which is better suited to this
kind of exhibit than Magritte's. As I
wandered through the seven or so rooms
of the retrospective, I often felt I could
see the artist's life and thought unfolding
before my eyes. The questions which
continuallyinformed Magritte's thought,
his evolving methods of dealing with
these questions, and the answers which
he ultimately proposed, are laid bare
before the interested observer. Each
painting and each period follows so logi-
cally and necessarily from the one prior
that it was possible to begin to under-
stand Magritte's work in a way not imag-
inable from looking only at individual,
isolated paintings.. In this lies the bril-
liance of this exhibit.
The first half of the exhibit, which
is composed of works begun prior to
1940, is dominated by Magritte's pro-
found doubts about the relationship be-
tween perception and reality. In these
works, Magritte seems to be articulating
his uncertainty about humanity's per-
ceptions of, and ideas about, the world.
In canvas after canvas created between
the late 1920's and early 1940's, Magritte
offers one biting critique after another of
the way humanity understands the
world, These critiques are, in many
neitherpigment, nor canvas, nor the sym-
bol "this", nor the symbol "pipe", bear
any necessary connection whatsoever to
that thing made out of wood into which
people put tobacco. The reason we are
stuck by the image is that we realize that
there is no reason we should be struck at
all. Of course there is nothing there that
bears any real relationship to a pipe, the
connection exists wholly within our
minds. We already know this, but are
brought up short by someone showing
us the consequences. (With this in mind,
I hope the reader will "get" the caption
Ced tone/u/ie.
Ceci n'est pas La Trahison des Images
ways, typified by his most famous work
La trahison des images ("The treason of
images") painted in 1929. This painting
consists of an image that bears a striking
resemblance to a smoking pipe and, be-
low it, the words, written in painstaking
script, "This is not a pipe".
This painting is perhaps Magritte's
most complete expression of his doubts
about human knowJedge; and to under-
stand this painting is to go along way
towards understanding the ideas which
form the foundation of almost all
Magrilte's work. So much has been writ-
ten about this painting and it's subse-
quent reworkings—by such luminaries
as Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida—
that one wonders if there is much more
that can be said. It's effect onmost view-
ers, however, is eternally that of
astoundment. Most people's first reac-
tions—as was mine—is to dismiss this
work with a smile and a shrug. If we look
a little longer though, the experience is
closer to that of shock because we realize
the entire force of the painting is directed
against the viewer. After initially think-
ing , "What do you mean it's not a pipe?/'
we begin to understand. We notice that
under the reproduction herewith.) It is
with images suchas this one thatMagritte
questions, and makes us question/the
status of perception, language, and even
reality itself. And he accomplishes this,
moreover, in the most deceivingly simple
and innocuous terms possible. The last
of these hypercritical paintings—these
bombs directed against our ways of see-
ing—was completed sometime in the
early 1940's.
Ten years later in his career, and
two rooms further through the retro-
spective, Magrilte's paintings were in
some ways the same but—at the same
time—fundamentally different. The
subject matter and style are entirely fa-
miliar; even the issues being addressed
remain the same. Yet, Magritte, in these
later works, seems to have had a differ-
ent attitude towards them. No longer do
we see the angry young artist who has
realized the constructed nature of reality
and has decided to awaken the rest of the
world to it. , . . '
Gone are the blatantly confronta-
tional assaults On the viewer. In these
final paintings there is a kind of accep-
tance, almost a resignation. It's as if he
had finally decided to come to terms
with what he had spent his youth fight-
ing against. Instead of trying to over-
come the tenuousness of perception and
of knowledge as a whole, he seems to
have accepted it as the human condition.
This is most obvious in paintings such as
L'ami intime ("The intimate friend"), com-
pleted in 1958. This work depicts a man
in a bowler and gray suit facing away
from the viewer and looking out over a
landscape. Behind his back—"between"
he and the viewer—is a loaf of bread and
a glass of water floating in air. Another
work which conveys these same ideas,
and which is one of the last works in the
exhibit, is his famous self-portrait Lefils
del'homme ("Thesonofman")paintedin
1964. In this, Magritte stands in an over-
coat and bowler, with the ocean to his
back, looking straight at the viewer, with
an improbably large Granny Smith apple
suspended in mid-air in front of his face.
Here we find a fundamental shift
in Magritte's attitude. Instead of being
angry at the fact that the world is not as
it seems, instead of fighting against the
fact that what we see depends onhow we
look at things, instead of trying to over-
come the fact that as much of the world
exists behind us as in front, Magritte has
accepted what he sees as the limits of
human knowledge. He is suggesting
" that humor and wonderment—not the
critical intensity of his earlier years—are
the requirements for addressing the
world. Magritte himself stated that the
works of his later years were painted
simply to evoke the mystery of the
world—this is exactly what I sensed in
the last works of the retrospective. This
is also the reason I feel this exhibition is
so entirely successful.
This was the first retrospective I
had ever attended which fulfilled its po-
tential as a retrospective. As 1 walked
through the exhibit, Magrilte's life work
unfolded in a cohesive and almost inevi-
tablesuccessionbeforemyeye. The paint-
ings and venue were ideally matched to
give the viewer a complete and convinc-
ing account of Magritte's entire artistic
career. From the positioning of the paint-
ings,.'to the crowd control (such as it
was); to the exhibit catalogs placed for
public reading in the middle of exhibi-
tion, this retrospective was perfectly de-
signed to give the visitor a long and
satisfyinglookatMagritte'sgenius. And
given that the only convenient way out
of the exhibit is through the Magritte gift
shop at the end, the Met is likely to find
itself reimbursed for rewarding the pub-
lic .with this wonderful retrospective.
"ReneMagritte: A Retrospective" will be
at the Metropolitan until the twenty-sec-
ond of November.
150 Yeais Of Art At The Atheneum
AKT&5TAFP
Compiled From Press Releases
How did the Wadsworth Ath-
eneum, an amalgam of five architectur-
alty distinct buildings housing some
45,000 works of art from Meissen to
Mapplethorpe, come to be founded in
the Insurance capital of the world? What
wonders did the first visitors see when
they paid their 25 cents to enter the mu-
seum? How has the legendary director-
ship of A. Everett "Chick" Austin, Jr.,
during the 1920's and 1930's, shaped the
modem Atheneum? And how have
Austin's predecessors and successors
made their marks on the character of
America's oldest continuously operated
Public art museum?
And just what is an atheneum,
anyway?
"The Spirit of Genius": Art at the
Wadsworth Atheneum, on view through
January 3,1993, as the crowning exhibi-
tion of the museum's 150th anniversary
celebration, answers these questions and
more with a selection of key works of art
from the Atheneum's collection and
documents from the museum's archives.
Conceived and organized by Ath-
eneum Director Patrick McCaughey,
"The Spirit of Genius" takes its title from
a letter written in 1827 by Atheneum
founderDanielWadsworthtothepainter
Thomas Cole. In the letter, the wealthy
patron wrote to the brilliant young
painter, "I feel assured that you will take
pleasure in transferring to the canvas the
spirit of your genius."
The 104 paintings, sculpture, and
other objects represent a century and a
half of collecting by six directors and
include gifts from the museum's most
notable donors. The objects are inter-
spersed with archival documents includ-
ing the original list of subscribers whose
contributions funded the construction of
the neo-Gothic building, correspondence
between the Atheneum directors and
artists, and letters outlining the concerns
and aspirations of the museum's direc-
tors. •
Coming full circle, the viewer sees
that the Atheneum today, under the di-
rectorship of Patrick McCaughey, is com-
mitted to bringing new audiences
through its doors while building on its
traditional strengths.
The final gallery contains new ac-
quisitions such as the painting "Sum-
mertime" by the African-American
painter Hughie Lee-Smith, a photograph
by Robert Mapplethorpe that came into
the Atheneum's collection after the con-
troversial 1989 exhibition of that artist's
work, and a late eighteenth-century tam-
bour desk. There is also a magnificent
Frederic Church seascape, "Coast Scene,
Mount Desert (Sunrise off the Maine
Coast)"(1863), which is displayed in the
newly created replica of the frame that
Church himself designed for the work,
"The Spirit of Genius" also sheds
light on cultural currents in the United
States since the mid-rdneteenth century;
the history of the Atheneum parallels, in
many ways, the development of the ur-
ban art museum in America, and the
tastes Of the Atheneum's patrons, cura-
tors, and directors reflect trends in Ameri-
can collecting.
On the occasion of the 150th Anni-
versary, former Athenuem directors and
curators will gather at the museum Sat-
urday, November 7, for a day-long
colloquium on the Wadsworth
Atheneum's history, and the challeng-
ing future facing American art muse-
ums. The event will occur from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. The Colloquium is free. Lunch
and champagne reception is $18, Regis-
tration is required. • . . '""
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Had your fill of politics? Get away to the only co
Congress Rotissetie: Keep This Incumbent. Around
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro-Hartford Food Critic
One of my favorite restaurants in
Hartford is the Congress Rotisserie. Fresh
quality food is served at extremely rea-
sonable prices in a fun and lively bistro
atmosphere.
Themenuincludes appetizers, sal-
ads, pastas, specials, entrees, vegetables,
sandwiches and omelettes. There is sure
to be something for even the most dis-
criminating palette.
The soup du jour was tomato and
ricotta and it was superb. Chunky bits of
fresh tomatoes were combined with
The texture of the corn salad
provided a lovely contrast to
that of the rauiolL.this dish is
quite delicious.
stock, sauteed onions, small bits of sau-
sage, ricotta cheese and herbs. The pre-
dominant flavor was of the tomatoes,
subtly enhanced by the other ingredi-
ents. Why is it that most tomato soups do
not taste like real tomatoes?
Pumpkin ravioli with corn salad in
a shallot olive oil was the special appe-
tizer. A single large ravioli was filled
with a sweet pumpkin and ricotta filling.
It was then topped with a corn salad
which also contained pieces of roasted
pepper and pecans. A delightful olive
oil, flavored with shal-
lots finished off this cu-
linary masterpiece. Each
of the various tastes
were distinct in them-
selves, while at the same
time they combined into
a harmonious whole.
The texture of the corn
salad provided a lovely
contrast to that of the
ravioli. Although it
sounds a bit peculiar,
this dish is quite delicious and very ap-
propriate for autumn. There seems to be
something very natural about eating
crops of a particular season in that sea-
son.
A number of salads are offered by
The Congress Rotisserie. The seasonal
greens tossed with blue cheese, lemon
juice, and olive oil adds a new dimension
to salads. Rather than a salad drenched
in commercial dressing, the greens were
only lightly coated with lemon juice and





What, you ask, is a Wastemaker
Award?
Very simply, as described by Jim
Elflin, spokesperson for Connecticut
1 Public Interest Research Group
' (ConnPirg), it is an award offered to
those groups, companies or manufac-
turers whose "products decrease
landfill space, create pollution from
disposal,:loss of millions of barrels of
oil, unsightly litter, and unparalled
•', levels of pollution due to mining and
production of virgin materials".
Therefore ConnPirg joined with
Congressman Frank Pallone (D-NJ) and
representatives of thre'e national envi-
ronmental organizations to present anew
round of Wastemaker Awards to nine
excessively packaged grocery products.
Thegroupaisonotedtheneedforaslrong
reauthorization of Resource Conserva-
tion arid recovery Act (RCRA).
As Elflin explains "This Congress
failedto address .the solid wastercrisis.
We call upon Ine President and the Con-'
gress to reauthorize RCRA'riext'year^
Until manufactures, instead of taxpay-
ers, are responsible for disposing of waste
created by their products, the problem
will continue to worsen. Manufacturers
need to reduce, reuse and recycle pack-
aging." ' ' ; '
The recipients of the Wastemaker
.Awards were Kraft- General Foods of
WhitePIains,NY;AmericanHomeFoods
of New York, NY; Campbell Soup Com-
pany of Camden, NJ; Oscar Mayer Foods
Corporation of Madison, WI; Starkist
Tuna Company of Long Beach, CA;.
McCain Citrus, Incorporated of Chicago,
IL; Frito-Lay Company of Dallas, TX;
and Nissan Foods of Gardena, CA.
"The Campbell Soup Company is
a perfect example of the problem. Their
'New and Improved' packaging means
that consumers will now pay $2.76 per
pound of soup instead of $1.51 and all we
get for the increased price is more waste-
ful packaging." explains Elflin.
The Wastewatch Group, com-
prised of Pallone, the Public Interest Re-
search Groups, Clean Water Action, and "
EnvironmentalAction,presenteda'wards •
at news conferences around the country.
The events are organized to galvanize
public support for the Wastewatch
Group's two and a half year'effort to
pressure manufactures to cut back on
excessive packaging.
Representative Pallone wrote to
Chief officers of each company, request-
ing that they remove the Wastemakers
products from the marketplace until'
they are repackaged in a more environ-
mentally responsible way.
It is interesting and at times dis-
...Palbneimte to Chief
Officers of :ewhcxmtpany,
requesting that they move the
Wastmakew firm the
olive oil. Piecesof crumbled blue cheese,
slices of sweet red onion, and croutons
completed this salad.
Shrimp flamed in brandy with to-
matoes, arugula, raddichio, and herbs
was tossed withpenne, small quill shaped
tubes of pasta. Usually,
this dish is served with
fettuccini, however, the
penne did not detracted in
any way from this deli-
cious creation. A gentle
flavor of shrimp brandy,
tomatoes was accented by
olive oil and the greens.
The sauteed chicken
breastfeaturedtwobreasts
of chicken filled with
herbed cheese and pro-
sciutto. They were then breaded and
sauteed, and served in a pool of roasted
garlic coulis. The result can only be
described as delicious. This variety of
distinct flavorshasbeeningeniously com-
bined to create yet another taste sensa-
tion.
With the chicken were served
roasted potatoes and a salad of arugula
and Parmesan.
For dessert lovers, Congress offers
apple pie, pecan pie, and chocolate
mousse cake. Blueberry cobbler made to
order was the dessert special of the
evening. The cappuccino was good.
The overall portions are quite gen-
erous and seem to be geared toward a
leisurely lunch or dinner. Entree prices
range from $7.95 to $19.95 and different
specials are served daily.
One of the nice features about this
restaurant is that the rotisserie which
gives the restaurant its name is located in
view of at least part of the dining room.
Besides good food, good service is also
something to be counted on at this res-
taurant.
The Congress Rotisserie is located
at 7 Maple Avenue, just a short distance
from the Trinity campus. They are open
Monday from 11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., Tues-
day through Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 11:00
p.m., Friday 11:30 a.m. to midnight, Sat-
urday 12:00 p.m. to midnight, and Sun-
day 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Andkeepinmind that next door to
the restaurant is Congress Rotisserie
Carry Out offering a variety of gourmet
half- and whole- sandwiches at incred-
ibly reasonable prices.
I highly recommend The Congress
Rotisserie; you simply cannot have a bad
meal at this restaurant.
heartening to note thatincluding thernost
recent nine awards a total of fifty-eight
products have received Wastemakers
awards-not a very positive reflection on
todays top manufacturing companies
who seem to care more about economic
and personal gain then to create a better
environment for all.
Foram Provides Rancorous
Debate, Exchange of Ideas For
• • . ' ? :
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor
The "Connecticut Forum" pro-
gram had its inaugural event last night,
and while there was no civic ceremony
of ribbon cutting, the accompanying
verbal fireworks were loud and bright
enough for everyone.
The "Forum" is hoped to be a
series of of discussions tha t wi 11 provide
a marketplace of ideas in Connecticut;
the programhas been supported mainly
by CPTV, the Hartford Courant, and
Advest, Inc. Richard Surgarman is the
executive director of the program.
In a- letter to the attendees,
Sugarman and the'two Managaing Di-
rectors of the program said that, "Our
goal is to make a positive difference in -
the lives of our neighbors and our com-
munity."
The first night of the. Connecticut
Forum saw a panel discussion moder-
ated by "60 Minutes" correspondent
Leslie Stahl and attended by Democratic
Party ChairmanRonBrown,formerpun-
dit and presidential candidate, Pat.
Buchanan, theheadofWalterMondale's
1984 failed bid for the Presidency, Bob
Beckel, former Bush Chief of Staff John
Sununu, Senator William Proxmire,,and
commentator Ann Lewis.
As the panelists traded witty po-
litical repartee, the discussionsometimes
spiraled out of Stah's control. All the
panelists did seem to agree that Bill
Clinton's win on November 3rd has be-
come a matter of inevitability.
At one point, the panelists were
interrupted by pro-gay activists who
were protesting Pat Buchanan's pres-
ence in the Forum, but for the most part,
the panelists look care of the shouting
themselves, particularly Bob Beckel and
John Sununu. In the middle of one par-
ticularly tenacious exchange, Buchanan
said, "this has degenerated to the level
of Crossfire," a show on which both
Beckel and Sununu often appear, and of
which Buchanan wag once a host. ,
Connecticut Governor Lowell
Weicker, who was called away on
buisness, and the former head of Ross
Perot's campaign, Ed Rollins; who was
ill, were also inivited but could not at-
tend. .
, The premier of the prorgram was
attendedby a few Trinity students; Hope
Ingersoll, '95, called the event "wonder-
ful", and said that Beckel was by far the
best of the seven.
CLEANEST LAUNDROMAT IN TOWN
Suds and Duds
FRIENDLY & CLEAN / FULLY ATTENDED / COIN-OP LAUNDRY
WASH, DRY & FOLD SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK / 8AM - 9PM
FREE!
2 oz. Box of TIDE
With Any Wash
One Per Customer
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Walking With Dignity. An Interview With AnaMaria Garcia
Ms. Garcia has only been in Hart-
ford for four years, but has managed to help
the city for the better in that brief time. She
has fought for the "personalization" of the
welfare system, as the Head of Hartford's
Department of Social Services, and is now
one of the leaders of the Hartford Vision
Project.
Jay Wise: Maybe you'd like to start
by just talking a little bit about your
background...
AnaMaria Garcia: Sure, I've been
in Hartford, what, five years? I came in
February of 1987, and I came here by
way of New York City. I was born and
raised in New York, and I came here to
hide from the world, not knowing the
diversity of this city. I had this sort of
romantic notion of what New England's
about, and I found Hartford and I actu-
ally fell in love with the city. I am an
attorney; I don't practice here in Con-
necticut, and I've been the Director of
Social Services. It's going to be two years
as of November 1st, as a matter of fact.
I'm committed to people having that
power that they have within themselves,
so that they can take control of their lives,
and not be victims. So everything I do is
about that.
The Hartford Vision project is
one of those things that actually came out
of some of the discussions we've had
with some discussions we had with some
of the members of the American Leader-
ship forum, which I was a participant in.
And then what, two years later, two and
a half years later, it's mushroomed. It's
just incredible.
On the Hartford Vision Project
JW: Lef s talk a little bit about the
Hartford Vision Project.
AG: The Hartford Vision Project is
also a collaborative effort. You know, the
old way of doing business, old para-
digms, they don't work any more, and I
think that the world is coming to that
realization. We came to that realization
when we started talking about manag-
ing diversity and diverse society... What
was happening in Hartford, and all over
the country, decisions were being made
by a limited number of people, who some-
times didn't have the entire perspective
on what was occurring.
What's shifted now, is that with
the new economic wealth, also came the
power to move things. What has hap-
pened in the past ten, fifteen years, is that
economic wealth, maybe has not shifted,
but that all the power associated with
wealth has shifted. So now you have
people power, and power of resources,
and those people can literally stop any-
thing from getting done.
So we figured that you can head on
ened awareness, not intellectually, but
viscerally, of what it means to live in a
diverse society. Martin Luther King said
once that there was no way "you could
be what you ought to be, until I become
what I ought to be." It's about the inter-
relatedness of human nature. I think
we're going down in history as one of
those catalytic events that changed the
course of the town.
JW: What is the Vision Project task
force targeting?
AG: Well, you know, we didn't
target anything at first, but what kept
coming up were economics, and fracture
in the families. So two work groups were
actually formulated, one on families, and
another on economic and community
revitalization, and each of those has fo-
cus groups. And those work groups then
identified subsets that fed into their broad
category, and so there must be about
eight focus groups that taken over differ-
ent aspects. They've been looking at is-
sues of safety, of job development, of
economic security, education.
JW: When I interviewed Steve
Walsh [managing editor of The Hartford
News], he pointed out that the Vision
Project was significant because it had an
actual implementation stage, as well as a
planning stage. What is the timetable
like for the Hartford Vision Project?
AG: Actually, the recommenda-
tions of the various focus committees
should be to us in December sometime.
And from about January to about April is
when the task force should wrestle with
how do we prioritize what we have be-
fore us, and then come out with our
recommendations.
But the beauty of the project really
is that there were two revelations: you
must have those persons who can par-
ticipate in the implementation stage, in-
volved in the planning stage as well, and
that some of us are not going tobepartof
the implementation. So it's not self per-
petuating, it's not about any one
individual's name being in charge of it ...
and what we are committed to is making
something happen.
On Trinity's Role in Hartford's Re-
construction
JW: What be an ideal role for Trin-
ity to play in what we're talking about?
AG: My perception of Trinity is
that the student body at Trinity, they
come from all over the country, and they
come to the campus and know nothing—
they are actually situated in one of the
richest neighborhoods, I think, in this
town. A neighborhood right now in cri-
sis, but a really wonderful neighborhood.
And as people who are going to live here,
to become immersed in that neighbor-
and you don't belong home, so why not
become connected to that particular area?
What can you contribute to your com-
munity?
On Her Job at the Department of So-
cial Services
AG: Social Services, when I got
here, basically did two things: welfare,
and the day care. We still manage our
case load, but now we do day-care, we do
the shelters, we do all-youth program-
ming, and we do elderly programming.
So we're expanding on our definition of
what Social Services is. We were instru-
mental; we took a leadership role—this
department did—in bringing about all
the welfare reform taking place in Con-
necticut. We argued and presented effec-
tively to the legislature a program that
was accepted for about $17 million.
JW: Why don't you talk about this
welfare reform program?
AG: Sure. Traditionally what's
happened, with general assistance, is that
it's become, for many people, a way of
...Orymmdeddetogetpeoptewhohawnew
that collision course for the next twenty
years, which was what was happening in
Hartford, or you can decide to get people
who have never sit down at the same
table, ever, to sit down and start some
problem solving.
JW: How has that been working
out? .
AG: When we-first started, I think
we started with about twenty people on
a task force. Now we've got 47 people.
When we first approached people, nor
body wanted to play. "No, it can't be
done, it's done before, we don't trust
them..." The fundamental issue is trust,
We've been struggling for the past eigh-
teen, nineteen months, struggling be-
cause it's a new process, it's a new way of
doing business; what it means is that
some people have to give things up, and
other people gain some things, so that
there's a whole shift in the paradigm
we're looking at now... there's a height-
hood would be important. I think that
the student body should attempt, for
instance, and become very well versed,
in what happens politically in this town.
The student body should be volunteers,
and really try to become a part of this
community, and not just survive, and
really live here. And I would venture to
say that many people would actually
start to live here, because it's not so hor-
rendous, once you get a flavor for this
t o w n . •... : \ ••' ;
JW: There is a large Community
Outreach program here, and there are a
lot of signs that people are starting to
take a little more seriously the environ-
ment around them.
AG: What it does to students, it
gives them a sense of purpose, it gives
them a sense of belonging. For four years
you're almost like people without a coun-
try. Because you really don't belong in
the community where.you're situated,
occurring. I think that we have nine coun-
cil people who are committed with a
passion to this city ... I'll tell you, if this
city was in crisis, they would rally to-
gether and do what was best for the city
... I'll tell you something, I would never
want to run for political office.
JW: Oh, I would never accuse you
of something like that...
AG: It's very difficult in this town
to be under that kind of scrutiny.
On Her Own Vision of Connecticut
JW: What are the first problems
you would attack in Hartford if you
could?
AG: If I could...
JW: If you had unlimited resources.
AG: First of all, let me tell you that
I think everyone has unlimited resources.
I believe that in my gut. For me, though,
I think housing is fundamental to stabil-
ity. If s very difficult to get up and go to
work when you're in a shelter. So every-
one would have a place to live, a place
they could call their own. But I don't
First of all, let ,me say that I thinkeveryonehas unlimited
resources. Ibelieve that in my gut... ifyouhave self-respect,
you cm walk with dignity.
life. And for the people I'm talking about
—the administrators and the people car-
rying out the programs, and not the re-
cipients themselves. And so the goal has
always been to keep people in compli-
ance, so that they stay in General Assis-
tance. I'm a former welfare mother, so I
am not about keeping people in assis-
tance.
I think that General Assistance,
particularly if you look at Connecticut,
has been around for 300 years, and was
actually set up as a safety measure, so
that people who were out on their luck
would have something to support them-
. selves, bask needs, until they were back
on their feet. Something along the lines,
actually, got shifted and it's become a
way of life. So what we all agreed at the
legislature, first of all, we needed flex-
ibility in the program, because it was so
regimented, and so very driven by rules
and regulations, and very, punitive. The
system is designed to strip you of your
dignity.
JW: So how did you fix it?
AG: We argued that what we
needed to do was set a system that was
humane and had responsibility on both
sides. Responsibility for the client, and
responsibility for the government. And,
so we have now what is known as a
development plan, and its an individual
contract that's worked out between ev-
ery single client and their caseworker.
And the client participates in the design
of that contract... so that we work out a
real, flexible schedule for people, and a
commitment for what they're going to
do; and what we're going to do. I believe
that when you're clear to people about
your expectations, people rise to the oc-
casion, and they actually always meet
your expectations,
We've been pretty successful;
we've already moved 25-30 people off
General Assistance, and into work. It's
pretty dynamic, where the client has a
role, and the government has a role.
On the Hartford City Council
JW: Is the city council, in your opin-
ion, hamstrung by the political and per-
sonal squabbles going on there?
AG: It's funny you should ask me
that; I have two comments. One is that
every city government has two sides,
political and administrative. And I've
always been very, very clear about stay-
ing on my side of the fence, which is
clearly the administrative side. ButI think
that what's being reported in the papers
is a little bit more than what's actually
know... I wasn't around in the thirties
and forties in this country, but everyone
should have a sense of purpose and ber
longinginthiscommuniry,andthatcould
be in terms of whatever you did, a job or
whatever.
Yeah, housing would be first, hav-
ing at one point been without my own
shelter, it's almost like robbing you of
your name when they take your address
away from you. And then a sense of
belonging.
I think the rest of the stuff oc-
curs once you have ... I mean, we talk a
great deal about respect: respect for
church, for education, but we talk very
little about self-respect. If you have self-
respect, you can walk with dignity. You
can move, and you can do incredible
things. I would make sure that each per-
son had housing, and that there would
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Ducks Undefeated, Seeded #1 For Post-Season Tourney
BY PAT WEST
Sports Writer
The Trinity Water Polo
team has just finished up the
regular season and are now look-
ing ahead to the N.E.W.P.S.C. A.
championship tournament, to be
held this upcoming weekend at
Bates College in Maine. The
Ducks are entering the tourna-
mentwithanundefeatedrecord,
having gone 7-0 on the year in
official league play.
The Ducks are seeded #1
in the 8 -team tournament, and
hope to take home the champi-
onship in what will be their last
year in this particular league.
Trinity will move up to the Divi-
sion H level next year, with op-
ponents such as Wesleyan,
Amherst, and Williams on the
schedule. There is no reason
why the Ducks shouldn't win
the championship this year, but
they have yet to play Colby, the
winners of the last two tourna-
ments.
• The Ducks are on a roll
entering the tournament, hav-
ing justbeaten Babsonby a score
of 17-11, in which the Ducks
Eric Jewett '95, the Ducks' netminder, watches this Pat West '94 shot sail past him SUZANNE FAUJENDER
during' a recent practice. Don't let the photo fool you though, Duck opponents






Rugby team is having an-
other impressive season.
Despite the fact that most of
the players are new to the
program, the team is
undefeated at 3-0.
Victories have come
against the University of
Hartford, Brandeis, and a
combined squad from Clark
and WPI. With only two
matchesleft, the team is guar-
anteed of a winning season.
After defeating Hart-
ford at home 22-14 on Satur-
day October 17th, the B-side
ruggers took on Brandeis
University. Trinity contin-
ued its dominance by beat-
ing Brandeis 20-0 and improv-
ing its record to 2-0.
This past Saturday Trin-
ity came up big at home with a
36-0 drubbing of a weak Clark/
WPI squad. Despite the early
morning hours and wet condi-
tions, the team was able to ex-
ecute offensively at will in the
rout. On the other side of the
ball, the Clark/WPI was unable
to mount any kind of threat
against the rugger's defense.
Leading the team in trys
are A-side players Sarah
Stuckey, Tory Haskell, and
Kendra North. Leading the B-
side are Amanda Sullivan,
Corissa Gallo, and Kelly Bird,
all new additions to the team.
With the majority of the team
being newcomers this year, their
success has been both surpris-
ing and encouraging.
Thewomenruggersare
looking to continue their
undeafeated campaign when
they travel to Southern Con-
necticut on Saturday,
Holloween day, for a match
that will surely test this year's
team. Southern is an experi-
enced Division II team.
On Homecoming
weekend, November 7, the
team will play host to Mt.
Holyoke. Due to the antici-
pated number of alumni, the
rugby field will be used for
parking during the day. For
this reason, the match will
begin at 9:30 am.
Though the ruggers
realize this is an early hour,
the team would greatly ap-
preciate the support of their
fellow students at the Home-
coming game.
were quite generous. Before
that, Trinity swept the
Middlebury tournament, beat-
ing the home team, Babson, and
W.P.I. by a total tally of 40-15,
even though the team was with-
out 5 key players.
Having outscored oppo-
nents by a combined score of 82-
41overthecourseofthe7games,
the Trinity water polo team has
shown its ability to score quickly
and in numbers. The offense,
led by co-captain John Donohue
'94, has mixed a good motion
offense withfastbreaks, usually
resulting in an early lead which
the Ducks have habitually rid-
den until the end of the game.
With Donohue pouring
in the goals (an average of 4 per
game), the Ducks have received
offensive support from injured
coach Ian Kennedy '93 and co-
captain Patrick West '94, both of
whomhave scored over 10 goals
on the year so far. But more
often than not, it is the scenario
of Donohue scoring fast and
other players contributing in
high numbers, allowing the
Ducks to establish comfortable
leads and to experiment with
line-ups, which are continually
rearranged.
The key this year to the
Ducks' success has been their
defensive play which has
opened up offensive possibili-
ties. With the return of John
Harding '93 to the team, com-
bined with the tenacity of play-
ers such as Eric Graham '96, the
Trinity water polo team is show-
ing more aggression than ever,
as epitomized by the blood and
fighting that occurred in the
Ducks' thrashing of Babson by
the score of 17-1. By using sheer
physical intimidation and cagey
play, the defense has allowed
for things to develop on the of-
fensive end.
The key going into the
New England Championship
for Trinity will be the team's
ability to play up to its capabil-
ity. With the fastest, strongest,
and deepest squad in years, the
Ducks should be able to mow
through the competition. The
Ducks have a strong core of 11
players who can fit in at any
time, leaving options wide open
and adding problems to the op-
ponents'concerns. In what will
be the last games for Ian
Kennedy, Dave Lynch '93, and
John Nusbaum '93, the Ducks
must rely on strong defensive
pressure to open up their fast-
break style of offense.
The biggest opponent the
Ducks might face is the five hour
drive and poor conditions they
have to endure up at Bates since
the tournament cannot be held
at Trinity, Originally the tour-
nament was scheduled to be held
at Trinity, but it was KO'd when
the Office of Residential Life
determined they could not
accomodate the visiting teams.
The team, therefore, will endure
the long drive because the re-
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BETH PIRO
Sports Editor
The Women's Soccer team
defeated Mt. Holyoke 4-0 last
Wednesday at home, while
dropping a heartbreaking 1-0
decision to the Polar Bears of
Bowdoin in Maine over the
Weekend. The 1-1 week puts
the team's season mark at 5-5-2.
The victory over Mt.
Holyoke last Wednesday saw
the Bants offense explode for
more than one goal for only the
third time this season. Twenty
minutes into the first half Trin-
ity broke into the scoring col-
umn as tri-captain Denise
Tsiumis '93 was credited with a
goal on a misplayed backpass
by the Mt. Holyoke goalkeeper.
Trinity continued to pres-
sure Mt. Holyoke for the remain-
der of the half, and their effort
was rewarded with only a
minute left. Senior tri-captain
Lea Macaro took a corner kick
and connected with her class-
mate, tri-captain Julie Edlund,
who put the ball home for a 2-0
halftime advantage,
The lead would easily
hold on this day. The Bantam
defense of Macaro, Bisa Player
'93, Kristen Diesel '94, and Lea
Wedge '95 stifled Mt. Holyoke's
attack all afternoon, as fresh-
man goalkeeper Susan Lally re-
corded her fourth solo shutout.
The first fifteen minutes
of the second half produced scor-
ing opportunities from Julie
Roy'93, Margot Moses '95, and
Lissa Smith '95 but the score re-
mained 2-0. Then, with about
thirty minutes left in the second
half, the Bantsdelivered the one-
two knockout punch.
Macaro took another cor-
ner kick, this time finding its
way to Sarah Menoyo '95.
Menoyo then sent the ball to
Sarah Berkman '96 who con-
nected for her first Trinity goal.
Less than thirty seconds later
Heather Shaw '95 lofted a shot
from outside the penalty area
into the net for the fourth and
final Bantam goal. Menoyo also
assisted on this goal.
The remainder of the
game saw Trinity pepper the
outmatchedMt. Holyoke squad.
As usual, the Bantam held a large
advantage in shots on goal, 24 to
7. Today, however, they also
put several in the net. It was a
satisfying win going into the
difficult weekend contest with
Bowdoin.
The long trip to Maine
would prove to be a disappoint-
ing for the Bants. Trinity
matched the traditionally strong
Bowdoin squad step for step in
the rain soaked conditions. It
was a hard fought contest in
which the Bantams had chances
to take the lead. However, the
Polar Bears found the net firs to
take a 1-0 advantage. Despite
Trinity's efforts, they could not
penetrate the Bowdoin defense,
as the Polar Bears made the one
goal stand up for the win.
The Bants must recover
quickly from the loss as they
face perrenial rival Wesleyan to-
dayinMiddletownat3:30. They
are home Saturday against
Middlebury at 11:00.






The Bants turned in a 1-5 record for
the week and dropped to 10-17 on the
season. On Thursday night, Trinity
hosted Coast Guard and Wesleyan and
lost to each team. Then on Saturday, the
Bants joined four other teams at Wil-
liams for the Williams tournament. Trin-
ity defeated The University of New En-
gland, but lost to Williams, Gordon, and,
once again, Wesleyan.
On Thursday, before the Bants took
on Coast Guard in the first match of the
evening, Trinity honored team captain
Mary Birkel '93 who was playing her last
home game. Birkel is the lone senior on
a team composed of five juniors and five
freshmen. She has led the team in kills,
been the emotional leader on the floor,
and played a major role in getting the
volleyball games moved from Unit D to
Oosting Gymnasiam. She has struggled
through a rebuilding year with a new
offense and a young team, all the while
being a team player and floor leader,
Trinity Volleyball will be much improved
next year, and a lo t of that success will be
due to the time and the effort that Mary
Birkel put into the program this year.
Soon after the team cheered for
Birkel, they found themselves trailing
Coast Guard 8-lin the first game. Had it
notbeen for a couple of Leslie Remington
'94kills to gain sideouts, this game might
have been over before the Bants had a
chance to wake up. A kill by Hardin
Barton'96 ended a Coast Guard run, and
the Bants got two quickpoints on a Birkel
killandaCoastGuard error. CoastGuard
countered with two quick points of their
own to lead 10-3. Then Trinity came to
life.
The Bants ran off five straight
points behind the serving of Yvonne
Vander Groen '94 and the setting of
Stephanie Mandell '96. Mandell set up
kills for Birkel, Remington and Stephanie
Kupa '96, and the Bants cut the lead to 10-
8. Coast Guard hung tough and won
three of the next five points to go up 13-
10. The Bantams called time out. Coast
Guard could not return a Mandell serve,
Kupa killed one down the line, and
Remington racked up yet another kill to
tie the score. Kali Erwin '94 blocked her
third Coast guard hit of the game to gain
a sideout, and Kupa's ace gave the Bants
their first lead of the game 14-13. Coast
Guard fought back to recapture the lead
15-14 and served with a chance to win,
but strong defense from Erwin and Kupa
led to Mandell setting up Remington's
eighth kill of the game, for a Bantam
sideout. Trinity tied the score on a Coast
Guard error, took the lead for good when
Birkel's serve could not be handeled, and
won (17-15) on a Remnungton kill.
Unfortunately Trinity could not
maintain their high level of play, and
Coast Guard defeated them easily in the
next two games 15-4 and 15-6. Trinity
was in both games early, but as soon as
Coast Guard made a little run, the Bants
fell apart. For the match, Mary Birkel
and Leslie Remington led the way with
eleven kills and one block each. Kali
Erwin had four kills and three blocks.
Stephanie Kupa also had four kills, and
Hardin Barton and Ya Jen Chang '94
each had a kill. Trinity watched the next
match as Wesleyan rolled over Coast
Guard 15-715-4.
The Bants hung tough aginst
Wesleyan, but could not stop the hard
hitting Cardinals, dropping the match in
two games, 15-13 15-8. The first game
saw multiple lead changes. Trinity
acutally led 13-11, but could not put the
Cardinals away. 'The Bants front line
players may have played their best match
of the season, as two Cardinals were
overheard after the game discussing how
no team that they had played this season
blocked them as well as Trinity did on
Thursday night. Strong preformers for
Trinity included Ursula Garry '96 (2 kills
3 blocks), Remington (4 kills 2 blocks),
Birkel (3 kills 2 blocks), Erwin (2 kills 4
blocks),Kupa(3kills3blocks),and Barton
(2 kills lblpck). However, Trinity was
unable to beat Wesleyan when they had
the chance in the first game, and Wesleyan
gradually pulled away in the second to
end a disappointing evening for the Bants.
[$i&ffi$*$
Leslie Remington '94 goes up for a kill last Thursday in Oosting Gym. «IXY C5LUS
It should be noted Trinity was not de-
pressed enough to forsake the traditional
uniformed dive inthe pool immediately
following the last home game.
On Saturday, Coaches Stan
Ogrodnik and Michale Hindes led their
troops up to Williams, but the results
were more of the same. Trinity was
missing Leslie Remington and Christina
Jackson '96, who were both sick, and
their absences were evident as Williams
crushed the Bants 15-115-2 in Trinity's
first match. Trinity turned it around in
their second match of the day against
The University of New England. Behind
strong back row play from Julie Kwak
'96 and Vander Groen, and some big hits
from the front court, the Bants were able
to dominate play 15-715-12.
Trinity took on Gordon next, and
managed to win a battle in the second
game 16-14,but came up on the short end
of the war 15-714-1615-4. In their final
contest of the day, Trinity took 'on
Wesleyan again. The Bants dropped two
tough games to the Cardinals 15-12 15-
10. One of the most frustrating things
about this season is that Trinity has been
unable to take a game from Wesleyan so
far this year, losing all seven games they
have-played and all three matches.
Trinity returns to Williams this
Friday and Saturday to participate in the
final tournament of the season. Fifteen to
twenty teams willbe there, and the Bants
will play as long as they keep winning.
Men's Soccer Falls 2-1 At Bowdoin
BY MATT PETERSON.
Sports Writer
Another game, another solid ef-
fort, but another loss. Ihe Bantams have
endured their fair share of frustration
and heartache this season. Traveling
hundreds of miles to Bowdoin College in
Brunswick, Maine, dominating play for
eighty minutes, and still losing 2-1 to the
Bears is sad testament to the way things
have been going for the Bantams of late.
Saturday marked the inaugural
game of what will certainly prove to be a
heated and long lasting .rivalry between
Trinity and Bowdoin. The game opened
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to feel each other out. The Bears sought to
establish their physical dominance while
Trinity countered with its skillful advan-
tage. The meticulously groomed pitch
proved to be a handicap to the Bantams,
now 3-7, who have little experience play-
ing under such ideal conditions.
For one of the first times all year,
the Bantams found themselves with an
early lead. A direct free kick from nearly
35 yards out provided junior fullback
Armin Afsar-Keshmiri with a brilliant
opportunity to showcase his newly dis-
covered aptitude. Keshmiri struck the
ball masterfully, curving it around the
Bowdoin defense, forcing the Bear's
goaltender to make a respectable diving
save. In the process, the keeper left a
precarious rebound for senior tri-captain
Mark Gruba to expertly finish off. The
lead proved to be only temporary, how-
ever, as the Bears made Trinity pay dearly
for a failed offsides trap, With allbut one
Bantam defender pulled out of the de-
fensive third, a nice throughball was
played to a Bear striker who quickly fired
a precision long-range shot into the back
of the Bantam goal.
The game remained tied into
the second half when yet another mark-
ing error resulted in a second Bowdoin
goaLOnnearlythesameplaythatburned
the Bantams in the first half, a fortuitous
Bear striker found himself in the perfect
position to give Bowdoin a decisive 2-1
lead. Despite incessant Bantam pressure
over the game's final 25 minutes, with
junior striker Tim Yates manipulating
the Bowdoin defense at will, Trinity was
unable to equalize.
Another solid effort was put in
by the Trinity midfield, consisting of
freshman Gregg Franco, sophmore's Pat
Bruno, Damian Fox and Matt Warner,
junior Chris Piliero and senior tri-cap-
tain Carlos Vallejo. Piliero has played
exceptionally well since earning a start-
ing position and Fox must also be com-
mended for his strong effort.
Up front, the Bantams received
solid play from freshmen Greg Carrin
and Sean McElligot when called upon.
Yates, despite being the recipient of es-
pecially physical tactics including a dis-
guised uppercut to the head, remained a
step ahead of the frustrated Bears de-
fense. The defense of Keshmiri, junior
Stan Stolarz and sophomores Brian
Gendron and Tim Chisholm improve as
a unit with every game and have hope-
fully gelled in time to face the potent
offense of WNEC. Sophomore goal-
keeper Josh Borus did all he could do in
saving seven Bear shots, and was given
little chance in stopping the two that
eluded him.
This week the Bantams return
home to face Western New England to-
morrow at 3:30, and Middlebury on Sat-
urday at 11:00,
Hockey Cont'd
Continued from page 28
Thegame began with Wesleyan
pressuring Trinity every chance they
got. -They- were not able to convert
those chances, however, and Trinity
made- them pay. Freshman Mali
Barkman scored her first ever goal as a
Bantam, spotting Trinity to a 1-0 lead.
Davison then wrote her way into the
record books, again, with two more
goals in the first half. Her twenty-
second goal of the season and second
of die half broke the record of twenty"
one she had set last year and shared
with Effie pierce. That goal also tied
her for the career goal-scoring record,
of 5$, which she currently shares with
Dollie Burtdy, Davison has at least
two more games this year, plus.afl her-
senior year, to add to that record and
make it virtually unapproachabK
Sophomore sniper Beth
Shilepsky scored a goal for the Cardi-
nals in the second half, cut tingTrinity's
lead lo two, but senior Grace Cragin
put the game out of reach when she
poked one past the Cardinal's keeper
with two minutes left, creating the
firtal score of 4-1.
Trinity has two games left on
their regular-season schedule,
tomorrow's away game against Keene
State" and Saturday's home contest
against Middlebury, at 11:00- , The
drive towards ihe ECAC Champion-
ship is already fo high gegr...
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Rain Results In 7 Turnovers As
Bants Topped By Bowdokv 14-3
BYTIMRICHMAN
Hey sports fans. It's been said that baseball is a metaphor for life. With that
kimind,let'stal;ealookatthisyear'scropof"freeagentpitchers."EssentiaEy,three
pitchers stand out, but I only have the cash to sign one of the three. Who will it be?
Before the season even started I feltpretty confident thatl would re-sign the
veteran hurler from Washington. I had signed him four years ago when the team
was still riding high from its success in the early 80's. At the time, he had had a long
and distinguished career, and was clearly the best pitcher available. But now I'm
not so sure. After four years as the number one guy he's beginning to show his age,
His fastball has lost its velocity, and his "trickle down" slider has been consistently
knocked out of the park for the last two years. When he takes the mound he doesn't
look like he knows what he wants to throw (and the people who should be telling
him don't want to be held accountable). Furthermore, he constantly blames his
fielders for his mistakes. He claims with new fielders he will be a better pitcher.
Unfortunately, I can't help but feeling, despite his late season pleas, that this
veteran might be better served by retiring,
Therearetwootherpitcherstoconsider. One is a young gun out of the South
with what appears to be a good array of pitches. He has had a celebrated career in
the Minor Leagues (somewhere in Arkansas), but has never pitched in the Majors.
That fact frightens me, because there is no substitute for experience. Another thing
that concerns me is his "taxing" pitching motion and his propensity to "spend" too
much time throwing over to first. He has a slick game, but I'm not sure he realizes
howdifficulttheMajorLeaguesare, On the other hand,Ibelieveheisateam player
and truly wants to win, not only for himself, but for the fans. I don't question his
honesty or his ability to lead, but will he get the results?
The third pitcher is a tiny fireballer straight from the heart of Texas. He sure
talks a good game, but he's never even played organized ballbef ore. Can I take him
seriously? He's got a great fastball, with an impressive "economy" of motion, but
no other pitches to complement it (and frankly, sometimeshis fastball is a little too
wild). Another problem with the pint sized player is sometimes he wants to pitch,
and sometimes he doesn't. If I'm going to sign a pitcher, I need to know he's not
going to quit on me if things aren't going his way. Finally, how will his fielders
work with him? This guy is a cocky rookie for sure. I don't think they will take to
him very well. I need a team with chemistry and this player won't provide it.
So where does this leave me? Somewhat unsure, to be certain. I can think
of a couple of other pitchers I would love to sign over these three, but unfortunately
they are not available at this time. It's too bad because the team could use them.
To be honest, at times I've entertained the thought of not signing any of these
pitchers, but 1 know that's not the best way to help the team, or its 240 million fans.
When I think about this-situation, I find myself recalling the lyrics from
Simon and Garfunkel's "Mrs, Robinson," which state, "Laugh about it, shout about
it when you've got to choose. Anyway you look at ityou lose." I want a team leader
and an ace for my pitching staff, but I don't think any of these players can provide
both. True as this may be, the fact remains that one must be signed. I think the
veteran's best days are behind him, and quite honestly I can't take the Texas
fireballer seriously. So, I'll take the young gun from live South, by process of
elimination, and give him a four year contract (with an option for four more if he
plays well). You've got your contract rookie now let's sec what veu've pot
Senior Editor
Trinity's chances for a second con-
secutive NESCAC football crown just
about ended Saturday afternoon as the
Bowdoin Polar Bears defeated Trinity's
Bantams 14-3 behind a strong defense
and an 85-yard touchdown run by Eric
LaPlaca.
Played during intermittent show-
ers,itwasasloppycontestby both teams.
Fourteen punts, nine fumbles — seven
by Trinity — and twelve penalties made
sure that this game was ugly. Especially
for the Bantams,
Bowdoin won the coin toss and
elected to receive. Greg Broderick '95
kicked off for Trinity and Bowdoin started
thedriveattheirown28yard-line. Four-
teen plays later, the Polar Bears' Mark
McCormick punched it in from one yard
out. McCormick also added the extra
point, giving Bowdoin an early 7-0 lead.
The teams went back and forth,
three-downs-and-out, as the defenses
were stifling. Trinity punted on its first
three possessions, and Bowdoin's drives
ended in similar fashion, though Peter
Tighe '95 intercepted a Chris Good pass
to break the punting cycle, and gave
Trinity good field position at their own
42. But they could not capitalize, and
again had to punt.
On Trinity's next possession, they
had their first sustained drive of the day,
highlighted by a Paul Broderick '93 to
Greg Broderick pass for sixteen yards.
The drive faltered at the twelve, how-
ever, and the Bantams were forced to
settle for a field goal attempt. Robert
Rbndini '95 came in and converted the
28-yard attempt, cutting Bowdoin's lead
to 7-3. That was as close as the Bantams
would get, however.
On their next offensive possession,
the Bantams started with terrific field
position, at the Bowdoin 36. The Ban-
tams were driving towards the go ahead
s."ore, maiiliing dow n fi\ e \ ards a pop,
until a Trinity fumble.at the seven-yard
line cut short the Bantams hopes. Two
plays later, LaPlaca took an inside hand-
off, broke it wide, turned the corner and
outraced Trinity to the endzone.
His 85-yard run was the longest in
Bowdoin history, and after McCormick
hit the extra-point, Bowdoin owned the
14-3 lead thatproved to be the final score.
Neither team could move the ball for the
rest of the half, as both defenses started
to take over.
The second half was a carry over of
the first, with neither offense able to do
much of anything. Paul Broderick was
pressured all day—he was sacked seven _
times and scrambled his way out of count-
less others, and Trinity's defense also
shut down the Polar Bears. Saul Sno wise
'93, Richard Fonte '95 and Jon Golas '96
were in Good's face all day, and caused a
miserable 11 for 23 passing day for the
Polar Bear leader.
Paul Broderick had a better day for
the Bantams, completing 18 of 29 passes
for 173 yards and no interceptions, but
the wet weather combined with the
Bowdoin defense combined to keep
Broderick out of the end zone.
Co-captain Mike Wallace '93 led
the team with 45 yards rushing, on ten
attempts, and senior Mike Giardi was
Broderick's favorite target oh the day, as
he caught six passes for 69 yards.
With the loss, Trinity's record
drops to 3-2, while Bowdoin improves to
2-2. Also with the loss, Trinity all but
dropped out of contention for the
NESCAC crown. This is not to say that
they don't have some big games coming
up.
This Saturday they have the chance
to improve their fortunes when they host
first place and undefeated Middlebury
at 1:30. It is an opportunity to play the
team that defeated Williams, which
should provide some incentive. Though
they can't go undefeated, a 6-2 season is
certainly reasonable. Come watch the
Bantb letiun to llioii u inning \va\ ••
High S
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UCLA vs. Arizonia State.., .. ,
Texas A&M vs. Baylor
Tulane vs. Boston College























Sign Up Now For
AEROBICS!
Beginning November 2 and running
j through December 11, Afternoon Aerobics
taught by a certified instructor will take place
onMondays, Wednesdays, andFridays in Unit
ID from 4:30 -5:45.
Hurry to sign up because interest is high.
I Come in person to the Intramural Office in
Ferris Athletic Center. There will be as 10:00




Sign up now. Entry forms are available in
I the Athletic Office and the Intramural Office in
Ferris. Entries are due 10/28/92. That's to-
| morrow! No late entries will be accepted.
f * Six players on the court at a time - at least
12 ofthe players must be female or male (i.e. 4
women and 2 men or 4 men and two women).
THE BIG GREEN YUCCAS are the in-
tramural footabll champions for 1992! Last
Saturday they completed their Cinderella run
from worst (last season) to first this year with
a 21-14 sudden death overtime victory over
the defending champions THE HORNETS.
Congratulations to the members of THE BIG
GREEN YUCCAS: Chris Donahue, J.P.
Faulnier, Jim Adams, Matt Orlando, Jason
Pientkowski, Dan Coppola, John Moskowitz,
Jim DeMichele, and Evan Goldberg.
Statistics
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Kerrie O'Kraska is this week's Athlete of
the Week. Kerrie played 23 sets of tennis from
Friday to Sunday in advancing to the finals of
the #6 singles flight, and teaming with Kristen
Scholhamer to capture the New England title
at the #3 doubles position at the New England
Tournament this past weekend at Amherst.
Her strong results led the team to a fifth
place finish overall in a field of thirty teams.
Only a freshman, this is likely just the begin-
ning of the success that will come Kerrie's
way. For your marathon effort and standout
1 performance, congratulations Kerrie on being
named the Athlete of the Week.
This Week In Bantam Sports
Today - Women's Soccer at Wesleyan, 3:30
Tomorrow - Men's Soccer vs. Western New I
England HOME, 3:30
Field Hockey at Keene St., 4:001
Friday - Women's Volleyball at Williams for
NESCAC Invitational
Saturday - Volleyball at Williams, Cont'd
Football vs. Middlebury HOME, |
1:30
Field Hockey vs. Middlebury
HOME, 11:00
Men's Soccer vs. Middlebury
HOME, 11:00
Women's Soccer vs. Middlebury |
HOME, 11:00
Cross Country at Conn. College, I
10:45
Water Polo at NESCWPC Tourn.
College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $350 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p.m. to dosing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p.m, and dosing.
TRIPOD SPORTS
Okraska And Scholhamer Doubles Champions
Tennis Team Finishes Fifth At New Englands
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Opinion Editor
Spurred on by a junior and a pair
of rookies, the Trinity women's tennis
team finished fifth out of thirty teams at
the New England Division III Champi-
onships. The tandem of Kristen
Scholhamer '94 and Kerrie Okraska '96
were the Bantams' stars, winning the
tournament's championship in the third
doubles flight. Okraska and Anne Chick
'96 were Trinity's finest singles perform-
ers, advancing to the finals and semifi-
nals, respectively.
It was the fourth consecutive top
five performance by the Bantams in the
annual tourney. Coach Wendy Bartlett's
corps finished fifth in 1989, third in 1990,
and fifth a year ago. After more than 250
matches were played over the weekend,
Williams won the team title, followed by
Amherst, Middlebury, and Tufts.
The Bantams were granted three
seeds, all in singles, heading into the
tournament, which breaks players into
six flights for singles and three for
doubles. Bo Hewitt, the tournament's
defending champion, was seeded sixth
in the number one singles flight, Anne
Chick was seeded fourth atnumber three,
and Scholhamer was seeded third atnum-
ber five, Hewitt and Scholhamer were
both defeated in the quarterfinals, but
the true heroine was Okraska,
She began her busy weekend by
winning two singles matches in straight
sets on Friday. Then, on Saturday, she
won two more instraightsets,and teamed
with Scholhamer to take two doubles
matches in three sets. She had advanced
to the singles final and doubles semifi-
nal, to be played Sunday.
Even though Okraska said she
went into the weekend thinking "win a
couple of rounds, that'd be great," she
was "really focused." Her tenacity paid
off when, after a tough three-set loss to
her Tufts opponent, she and Scholhamer
won the title with two three set victories.
The final win was over first-seeded Wil-
liams by a score of 3-6,7-6 (8-6), 6-4. After
23 sets in three days, Okraska said, she
was too pumped up to be tired. "It was
mostly adrenaline. It was worth it. It was
a lot of fun."
The New Englands capped a stel-
lar season for the Bantams who, after
losing three of their first four matches
finished winning five of six. The last two
were especially satisfying as the team
prepared for the big weekend.
On Tuesday, the Bantams pulled
out a big win over Smith, and they did it,
uncharacteristically, on the strength of
their doubles play. After Chick,
Scholhamer and Okraska won to even
the doubles matches at three aside, Chick
and Nelson won their doubles match to
bring the day's competition even at 4-4.
Hewitt and Anita Shin then clinched vic-
tory with a well-earned 6-2,5-7,6-2 win.
Then, on Wednesday, the Bantams
took five out of six singles matches from
Mt. Holyoke in Trinity's field house.
Hewitt, Shin, Chick, Scholhamer, and
Okraska all won in straight sets, losing a
total of six games.
As for the season's finale, Bartlett
said, "The team performed very, veiy
well overall. I'm very proud of them. We
had three freshmen and they did great in
this tournament."
The team loses only Hewitt next
year. The graduating captain played first
and second singles for four years, always
appraoching the game with style and
class. Her leadership and ability will be
missed for sure, In typical fashion she
chose not to dwell on her failure to repeat
Women's Varxjt) Ciev, at piartice earlier this tall. PictHred'froiniight
to kit; Coxswain Kim Clash '94, Betsy Yahn 93, Amy Morse '93, Helena fmma
Chandler '93, Aanika DeVries '95, Jess Weld '93, Janna Roop '95,
Kristen Johnson '95, and Emily Waanders '94. After an excellent 4th
place Finish at the Head of the Charles, the women Finished then-
season this past weekend at the Head of the Schuylkill in Philadelphia.
; - * , - • . ' * - - • "I
Anne Chick '96 (#3 singles) grooves a backhand last Wednesday in her
straight set victory over her Mt. Holyoke opponent. The match was
played hi Trinity's Field House due to rain.
BEN KADLEC
as New England Champion, but on the
success of her teammate Okraska. "She
was a marathon woman," stated Hewitt.
"She was super."
Upon thinking ahead to 1993,
Scholhamer said, "Itlooksreallypromis-
ing." This weekend's success may only
have been a preview of things to come.
11-1 Field Hockey In High Gear
Defeats of Wesley an 4-1, Bowdoin 1-0, Mark 2-0 Week
BYTIMRICHMAN
Senior Editor
Junior Lindsey Davison set her sec-
ond school record of the season during
Trinity's 4-1 defeat of the Wesleyan Car-
dinals last week, as Trinity's Field Hockey
team faced two of the top ten teams in
New England, With the 4-1 home vic-
tory over Wesleyan and a hard-fought 1-
0 win over Bowdoin in Brunswick, Maine,
Trinity improved its record to 11-1, in-
cluding six straight wins.
Senior co-captain Lexi Rice was
the Bantam's hero against Bowdoin, as
she not only scored the Trinity's lone
goal, but also stopped several Polar Bear
chances. With 15:14 left in the first half,
Rice scored the goal that proved to be the
game winner. After getting the ball on a
free hit just outside the circle, Rice moved
through two Bowdoin defenders and
fired the ball on goal. The ball was not
traveling with as much speed as Rice is
accustomed to, but the ball squeaked just
between the left post and the Bowdoin
keeper. Trinity 1, Bowdoin 0,
Later in the first half, with about
six minutes remaining, Rice made the
most important save of the game for
Trinity. Bowdoin had already mustered
several scoring opportunities only to be
turned away by the Bantam defense and
goalie Ashley Graves '93, who recorded
eight saves on the day. This time down
the field, Graves had already kicked a
couple of Polar Bear shots out when the
ball deflected across the crease and she
had no chance to recover. A Bowdoin
player deflected the ball toward the goal
and it appeared the game would be tied,
But Rice was waiting, in perfect position,
and knocked the ball out of bounds. The
score remained Trinity 1, Bowdoin 0.
In the last minutes of the game,
Bowdoin was applying as much pres-
sure as they could, but Rice again
thwarted them, clearing the ball seventy-
five yards down the field, ending any
hopes of a Bowdoin tie. Game over.
Trinity improved to 11-1 and showed
why they are currently the number three
team in New England, behind only WPI
and Williams.
When the Bantams hosted
Wesleyan earlier in the week, the Cardi-
nals were putting on the field, for the first
time in years, a team that could challenge
Trinity. Ranked ninth in New England,
Wesleyan was looking to show it be"
longed with the ECAC's elite. They
played a strong game, peppering goalie
Alisha Wayman '95, who was making
her first career varsity start, with numer-
ous shots, forcing Wayman to make 13
saves, the most by a Bantam keeper all
year, But when it came right down to it/
Trinity showed why it's constantly the
class of New England and Wesleyan is
simply a good program on the rise.
please turn to page 25
